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Juilicial Procedure Proposal 

Deadline Angers Students, Faculty 
By John Andrew Harnes 

and Joseph R. Perone 

In a report to the cam
pus community on changes 
to the judicial procedures, 
the Dean of Students has 
acknowledged the right of 
students to have attornies 
present at campus judicial 
hearings. 

After a year of silence 
about judicial procedures 
this proposal ws released 
to the campus community 
by Jere Paddack, dean of 
Students, on May 5, 1976. 

Since the judicial sys
tem was questioned, as 
far back as January of 
1975, members of the 

Photo by Berry campus community have 
Campbell: "Not enough time" asked for a statement 

To Hoard Of Governor's Post 

from the attorney general 
concerning the power of 
judicial boards on a camp
us and the legality of cer
tain procedures. 

Although the attorney 
general's statement has 
not been received Paddack 
has;. granted the privledge 
of an attorney, because, " 
"It's not a federal constit
utional question. There is 
a statute in the state con
stitution about the right 
of a student to have an 
attorney for administrative 
hearings." 

Judicial Structure 

The report consists of a 
basic restructuring of the 
college judicial system. 

This is exemplified by the 
proposal to eliminate the 
two present judicial 
boards and the implement
ation of a new All College 
Disciplinary Committee 
(ACDC) to replace them. 

The two boards present
ly operating are the Ad
ministrative Judicial Board 
and the Student Faculty 
Judicial Board, which has 
not met in the 1975-76 ac
ademic year. 

The ACDC will hear the 
following types of cases: 

• Those cases in which 
suspension is a possible 
sanction. 

• Repeat cases, i.e. 
those students with a pre
vious disciplinary history. 

cont. on seven 
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Borak: 'We're consulting our lawyers." 

5GA Says No To Allen Reappointment 
By Angel Torambe 

A decision to delete the 
same of James "Butter" 
Allen fr om possible candida
cy as the minority repre
sentative of the Student 
Government Association 
ISGA) to the Student Center 
Board of Governors was 
made Wednesday at the 
final meeting of that organi
zation for the semester. 

Allen, who had previously 
served in that position,had 
been the object of criticism 

j for his decision to vote for 
'•he admission of the Housing 
office staff to the new 

i Stud ent Center. 
Allen had served as a 

voting member of the Board 
I o f Governors along with Dr. 
Here Paddack, Dean of 
I Students, Dr. William Klep-
per, dir ector of Housing and 
Charles Gennereli, execu-

jtive vice president of the 
•SGA. 
I This committee was re
sponsible for the final 
lecisions on space allocation 
B th e new building. 

Senior Class president, 
John InfosiiA), made the 
notion to reject Allen 
aying that he "failed to 
'epresent the students at 
Trenton State College ade
quately on the Board of 

I Governors." The motion was 
seconded by Joyce Tufariel-
b, SGA senator from the 
mirsing department. 

The unofficial reasons 
liven for the resolution 
illeged that because Allen 
maintains a student mana
ger position with the campus 
food service, a conflict of 
interest exists between duty 
to administration and duty 
to the students. 

Gennerelli added that the 
appointment of an under
classman was more desira
ble because the person 
would be assured enough 

time to "develop continuity." 
Allen is a rising senior. 

Paddack, who was present 
at the meeting, expressed 
dissatisfaction with the mo
tives for Allen's rejection. 
He indicated that the SGA 
was setting a "dangerous 
precedent" by acting in a 
political fashion. 

He contended that the 
motion was not within the 
SGA's jurisdiction. 

He added that he believed 

Allen to be a good, objective 
committee member and that 
he did not come into 
meetings with a pre-conceiv-
ed notion of how he was 
going to vote. 

He also made the point 
that food service is directly 
linked to the administration 
and is solely a vending 
operation. 

Infosino responded to 
Paddack saying that Allen's 
decision to vote as he did 

was his prerogative but that 
he had a duty to defend his 
reasoning before the senate. 
"It was his job to represent 
us. He refused to come 
explain and that is where he 
failed," Infosino said. 

Joe Borak, president of 
the SGA, attempted to 
clarify intentions by explain
ing that the SGA was not 
trying to "take things out" 
on Allen but that it was 
necessary to "elect a person 

who could more adequately 
serve our needs." 

The vote ran 24 in favor of 
the motion with one vote 
against. Borak indicated 
that he would seek out 
Rubin Medal, an SGA 
presidential candidate in the 
lasstlast election, to possibly 
fill the minority representa
tive seat. 

The vote was the first for 
the 25 newly elected sena
tors,who were welcomed 

Media Groups Unhappy 
With SCA B Space Allocations 

By W.L. Haacker 

An old political sage once 
said, "A good compromise is 
achieved when none of the 
party's involved are sat 
isfied." 

Maybe that is what we 
have been acheiving, be
cause none of the media 
is satisfied with their 
working quarters in new 
Student Center. 

The basement(or first 
floor) of the new Student 
Center has been designated 
for the use of the medias, 
(The Signal, Utimme 
Umana, the Student Tele
vision Service (STS), the 
Seal and WTSR) by the 
Student Center Advisory 
Board (SCAB) who allocates 
space in the New Center. 

Kathy Messina, of STS, 
said that, "We will do it, we 
operate, and we will try to 
make due with what we 
have." 

Production Manager for 
STS, Ronald R. Ferro said, 
"I am very disappointed in 
SCAB'S indecisiveness in 
making space allocations in 
the New Student Center." 

Messina added, that one of 
the rooms originally des
igned and wired for STS 
is now divided between 
the Signal, Utimme 
Umana and the Seal and 
their studio will have to 
be rewired. 

rerro said, "Back in 1969, 
the master plan mock-up 
(model now in the library) 
showed the growth of TSC 
physically, but they didn't 
take into consideration the 
student population growth, 
they didn't take into consid
eration the student pop
ulation growth, they just 
didn't use foresight in the 
planning of the new Student 
Center. 

Messina said, "It's not 
SCAB'S fault, but as head 
of an organization I want 
the best for my organiz
ation, and the space we 
have is not sufficient." 

Burgess Harrison, editor-
in-chief of Utimme Umana, 
said, "All the student organ
izations will be in the 
Student Center and there 
isn't enough space." 

"They are trying to make 
up for a lack of foresight. 

which will hamper all devel
opment and expansion in the 
future" "No," Harrison con
cluded, "we don't like it, but 
we don't have any choice." 

Bob LaCosta, station 
manager for WTSR, the 
campus radio station, said, 
"I think the allocations, for 
our office space are terrible, 
they aren't bad if we have 
desks in the halls." 

LaCosta added, "I don't 
understand how Bill Klepper 
can ask the media organ
izations to work together, 
and make due with the space 
they have and justify the 
entire Housing office moving 
into the Student Center-
especially when these organ
izations are complaining of a 
lack of space." 

LaCosta concluded, "The 
space allocated for pro
duction is plentiful and will 
impress the freshman re
cruits." 

Lisa Arm, editor-in-chief 
of the Seal, had mixed 
feelings over the space 
allotted to the Seal, "Yes we 
are happy because what we 
have been allotted is more 
than what we have now; and 

no we are not happy because 
I am apprehensive about the 
running of three organi
zations in one room regard
less of the dividers." 

Kathi Scull, editor-in chief 
of the Signal, concerning the 
allotted space for the Signal, 
"It's a shame, it's the best 
they can do." 

Scull said, "The reason, I 
am told, that organizations 
can not remain in the 
dormitories is that the 
residents pay tor the space 
and should be able to utilize 
it I don't see them (the 
dormitories) using all of 
the vacated space and 
they will be paying for 
the Student Center and 
they won't be able to use 
that to the fullest extent." 

Jim Neilland, the man
aging editor, said, "It is an 
interesting paradox, that 
Housing will be using 
valuable space in the over
crowed Student Center, and 
students are paying for both 
and should receive maxi
mum use of these buildings.' 

Neilland added,"If SCAB 
wants to risk $30,000 worth 

cont. on page three 

into the organization at the 
meeeting. 

Borak presented an intro
duction to the organization 
and gave a run-down of 
several of the issues the 
group was involved with 
over the past two years. 

He cited revision of the 
judicial structure as one of 
the most important long-
range accomplishments. 

Borak announced that the 
New Jersey Student Associ
ation has informed him that 
the proposed tuition 
increase has been whittled 
down from the proposed 
$265 to a possible $100. 

Borak also went over 
issues indicated as less 
successful, such as the 
Student Center-Housing 
issue and the gun issue. He 
stressed the idea of "doing 
our homework" to the 
senate as an absolute re
quirement in dealing with 
future issues. In his 
informal talk he also caution
ed the senate not to 
personalize issues that they 
would be facing. 

Borak's greatest empha
sis, however, was on the 
necessity of cooperation 
between thee executive 
board and the senate as 
acrucial factor in achieving a 
successful student govern
ment. 

He indicated that the 
organization should work 
together, get involved and 
stay involved." 

Borak's greatest empha
sis, however, was on the 
necessity of cooperation 
between the executive 
board and the senate as a 
crucial factor in achieving a 
successful student govern
ment. 

He indicated that the 
organization should "work 
together, get involved and 
stay involved." 
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Cop Shoo B ops W ill Play 
For May 12th ' Deborah D ay' 
Dr. Clayton Brower, 

president of Trenton State 
College, has proclaimed 
Wednesday, May 12th, as 
Deborah Day on the col
lege campus. 

Activities for the day, 
geared towards fund 
raising, are being 
coordinated by one of the 
Business departments 
Public Relations in 
Business classes. 

Jewelry and leather 
goods will be sold on the 
campus throughout the 
day and volunteers will be 
canvassing the campus 
with canisters for donat
ions for the hospital. 

The day's activities will 
conclude with the return 
of the Cop Shoo Bops to 
the TSC campus. The Cop 
Shoo Bops is a band, in 

the fashion of Sha Na Na, 
made up of Trenton police 
officers and friends. 

The band broke all 
records for fund raising 
during WTSR's Fourth 
Annual Radiothon last 
month. 

Nick Troisi, of WTSR 
reports that, "If you're 
into oldies this is the 
band to see. Come to this 
show prepared to daiw 
because it's hard tP stay 
in your seat when these 
guys get started." 

The concert will be held 
in Phelps Hall next to the 
Pub. Posters for the event 
advertise the event as 
being held in the Pub but 
last minute changes did 
not allow for corrections. 

Deborah Hospital, which 
will benefit for the day of 

fund raising, is a 
non-profit organization, 
located in Browns Mills, 
New Jersey. The hospital 
specializes in Heart and 
Lung research and 
surgery. 

Brower, in his 
announcement, made this 
proclamation; 

Whereas; The Deborah 
Hospital has become one 
of the nation's outstanding 
cardiopulmonary centers, 
and 

Whereas: Advances in 
medicine and achievements 
by medical leaders affilia
ted with Deborah Hospital 
have made tuberculosis a 
disease of the past, and 

Whereas: The Deborah 
Heart and Lung Center is 
one of the leading heart 
surgical centers in the 

Photo bj D on BE ? 
Oldies group, The Cop Shoo Bobs, will play in Phelps Hall, Wednesday M m • 
for Deborah Day. 

research and medical 
services at this outstand
ing hospital. 

I hearby declare that 
Wednesday, May 12, 1976 
will be designated as 
Deborah Day and I urge 

United States, it is with 
great pride and gratifica
tion that the Trenton 
State College campus 
community will sponsor a 
day of fund raising to 
support the continuing 

that everyone aff;. 
with Trenton >:ti 
College join me 
students in 
Relations in Busine--
support this 
endeavor. 

Congress Debating Student Pay Scale 
This story was original

ly prepared for NSA Mo
mentum, the newsletter of 
the National Student As
sociation. 

(CPS)-What's the start
ing wage for the student 
worker who checks out li
brary books, answers the 
phone at the student un
ion or cleans tables at the 
campus dining hall? 

At most schools, stu
dents receive the federally 
legislated minimum wage 
of $2.20 an hour. Yet 
student workers at some 
540 schools earn only 
$1.87 an hour for the 
same jobs. What's the 
catch? 
.The poorly paid stu

dents receive the "sub-
minimum" wage, a legally 
sanctioned pay policy for 
full-time students working 
up to 20 hours per week. 
Students at these schools 
forego 15 percent of the 
wages they would other
wise be legally entitled to 
simply because they are 
students. 

Schools aren't the only 
ones who rely on discount 
student labor to get their 
work done. Retail and 

service establishments-such 
as fast food chain restau-
rants-along with agricul
tural employers are also 
authorized to pay full-time 
students the subminimum. 

In recent testimony be
fore the House Labor-
Strandards Subcommittee, 
National Student Associa
tion President, Clarissa 
Gilbert, branded the sub-
minimum "discriminatory" 
and urged its abolition. 

"Students work because 
they have to," Gilbert 
said. "We are asking for 
fair treatment for these 
student workers in their 
battle to stay even with 
the skyrocketing costs of 
education and the debilita
ting effects of inflation." 

"The dollar amounts 
these students earn direct
ly affects whether or not 
they can buy . books, 
where they live, what they 
eat, where they go to 
school and the amount of 
additional monies that 
they need to finance their 
education in the form of 
grants, loans and support 
from their families." 

Rep. James O'Hara 
(D-Mich) and the National 
Student Lobby Co-Direct-

Cornell Students 
Protest Firing 

(CPS)--Two days of pro
tests jarred the normally 
calm Cornall University 
campus in late April. 

Groups of 150 to 200 
students staged demon
strations and occupied a 
building to protest the 
school's dismissal of a 
black financial aid direct-

Demonstrations at Ithica 
Unversity were stirred by 
Stokely Carmichael who 
denounced administrators 
for dismissing Herbert 
Parker is March. 

Carmicnael told students 
to, "Keep hitting the ad
ministration," and remind
ed them that the building 
he spoke from was taken 
over by armed students 
seven years ago. 

After the rally, a pre
dominately black group of 
200 students broke into 
the administration build
ing, while office workers 

were out to lunch. 
They pushed their way 

through the building after 
a short scuffle with police, 
but only spent 15 minutes 
inside. 

The following day 150 
students occupied the ad
ministration building again 
for about ten hours. 

Before they left in com
pliance with a court order, 
they evicted Unversity 
President, Dale Carver 
and other top administrat
ors. 

Earlier that day a 
smaller group of students 
took over then undergrad
uate admissions office. 

The demonistrators de
manded that the Univer
sity rehire Parker, who 
was discharged for insub
ordination, and that stud
ents involved in the dis
turbances receive "uncon
ditional amnesty". 

or, Steve Pressman, also 
testified before the House 
subcommittee during hear
ings on an O'Hara bill 
that would virtually abo
lish the subminimum. 

Proponents of the sub-
minimum have argued 
that substandard wages 
spur the creation of new 
student jobs by offering 
employers an incentive to 
hire students. 

They contend that even 
higherbroader application 
subminimum wages than 
currently authorized would 
encourage employers to 
hire "less competent" 
young people to receive 
"on the job training," thus 
reducing the unemploy
ment level for this age 
group. 

These hopes have not 
Dan'ned out with the sub-
minimum laws currently 
on the books, Rep. O'Hara 
told the subcommittee. 

Instead the submini
mum "has depressed wage 
standards, gutted the 
basic principle of the Fair 
Labor Standards Act, and 
feathered the economic 
nest of the large and Doli-
tically powerful fast-food 
chains." 

O'Hara argued that 
youth unemployment can
not be solved by submin
imum wages for students 
or anyone else. "Lower 
wages do not create more 
jobs," he said. 

"Instead," O'Hara added, 
"meaningful reductions in 
unemployment rates for 
all American workers-
young or old-can only be 
achieved by the adoption 
and vigorous implementa
tion of national goals, pol
icies and programs that 
promote a sound and ex
panding full employment 
economy." 

Responding to an argue-
ment that those who pay 
the subminimum need an 
incentive to "teach" young 
and unskilled workers job 
skills, one opponent of the 
subminimum noted that 
the "great youth employ
ers of this country" want 
"hash slingers and ham
burger servers, not learn
ers." 

On the other hand, pro
ponents of the submini
mum have claimed the au
thority to pay reduced 
wages is necessary to pre

vent the loss of already 
.existing jobs. 

In response NSL's 
Pressman argued that stu
dents are hired, not out 
of some altruistic desire 
to give students money, 
but to do a job that 
needs to be done. 

"We must get away 
from the notion that pay
ing a student a submini
mum wage to work in a 
dining hall carting dishes 

books is doing that stu
dent a favor,"Pressman 
said. 

NSA's Gilbert noted 
that many of these 540 
schools also paid submini
mum wages to College 
Work-Study students. 

Work-Study is a finan
cial aid program where 
students with documented 
financial need work for 
wages subsidized by an 80 
percent federal contnbu-

"We find it un think. 
that the federal goir-
ment, which establish 
minimum wage standi-: 
should subsidize subr 
mum wages," said G iibe' 

The NSA pr;- :• 
noted that WorkS;. 
was set up prima:;; 
allocate financial aid , -
that with the subr: 
mum, students only k w 
to work longer hour; 
meet their finar 
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AFT Election Results Due On May 18th 
By W.L. Haacker 
and Marc Boese 

The American Federation 
of Teachers (AFT), local 
2364, of Trenton State 
College will elect its admin
istrative officers May 18th. 

According to the chairman 
of th e AFT election commit
tee, Dr. Jerome Goodman of 
the Chemistry department, 
the ballots have already 

I been mailed out and most 
% were received by the 
• m embership on April 30th. 

To insure secrecy, the 
ballot is placed in an 
unmarked envelope, then in 
another with the voter's 
name on the outside. The 
ballots are then mailed back 
to the election committee. 

When the ballots are 
received the voter's name is 
crossed off the voting roster, 
the envelope is then opened, 
and the vote (which is still 
sealed) is placed in a box. 

The ballots will be count
ed on Tuesday, May 18th, by 
the election committee, and 
the winner will be announc
ed on Wednesday, May 19th. 

Goodkin said, "The nom
inations were by petition 
and not by a nominating 
committee. The petitions 
had to be signed by ten 
union members." 

Running for the office of 
President: Phillip Malloy, 
Academic Advisement; 
James Cohn, Mathematics 
department. 

Running for the office of 

first vice-president: Richard 
Gellman, Education depart
ment; Robert Mehlman, 
English department. 

Running uncontested for 
the office of second vice-
president: Arthur Steinman, 
Psychology department. 

Also running unopposed, 
for the offices of Treasur
er and Associate Treasur
er: Jennie Daubert, Bus
iness department and Jon
athan Thomas, English de
partment, respectively. 

Running for Delegate to 
theGeneral Labor Council: 
Phillip Cummings, Philoso
phy; Charles Hill, Health 
and Physical Education. 

THE CANDIDATES 
THE ISSUES 

Malloy said,"I see the 

TSC Health Insurance Rates 
Will Increase For 1976-'77 
By Jim Neilland 

issues as two fold: First is 
the contract administrat
ion, that is to maintain 
the intergrity of the con
tract. Secondly is en
trenchment." 

Entrenchment is the se
curing of jobs. "We have 
saved jobs but there is still a 
possibility of losing faculty 
'positions," said Malloy. "The 
administration has informed 
me th*t there will be layoffs 
for programatic reasons, and 
these programatic reasons 
are related to the high 
tenure levels and lack of 
enrollment." 

Malloy feels that his four 
years experience "as head of 
the local AFT \hapter 
qualifies him as the best 
candidate. 

Malloy added, "I feel I am 
the most knowledgeable 
person on campus, concern
ing AFT matters. I have had 
experience with every as
pect of contracts." 

Malloy said, "I have had 
experience in written griev
ances, acted as advocate at 
three hearings and par
ticipated in arbitration." 

"I am taking the election 
seriously and campaigning 
hard, and I am not taking 
anyone's vote for granted. I 
think the election will be 
hard and I will not predict a 
victory." 

Malloy said he is running 
on his record and experience 
and hopes to be evaluted as 
a teacher is, that is on 
his merit. 

Challenging Malloy for 
leadership of local 2364 of 
the AFT, is James Cohn, of 
the Mathematics depart
ment. 

Cohn feels it is time for a 
change, that Malloy has 
been president of the AFT 
too long, and there should be 
a constitutional limitation if 
not a traditional limitation 
established for the length of 

the union president's term. 
Cohn said, that he has 

"not been happy" this year 
with Malloy's performance. 

Citing examples, Cohn 
said, "Malloy has not used 
the union committees as he 
should, and he has done 
things mostly on his own and 
takes on too much." 

Cohn explained, he would 
"delegate more responsibil
ity and will utilize the 
executive committee and 
others actively." 

Cohn said, that he would 
"establish a dialogue be
tween the AFT and the 
faculty senate, and under 
him, the AFT would "issue 
regular reports to everyone 
in the bargaining unit." 

Cohn concluded Dy asxing 
that, People do not vote 
too quickly and talk to 
both sides on respective 
stands, but to take their 
time in deciding on this 
matter." 

Health insurance rates 
for Trenton State College 
students will cost seven 
dollars more this year, 
according to Director of 
Health Services, Mrs. 
Kathleen Piekielniak. R.N. 

The premium, formerly 
$23, will increase to $30 
for the '76-'77 school year. 

Despite the increase 
Piekielniak believes, the 
coverage is still a good 
buv for the students. 

"I hope the increase 
doesn't discourage many 
students from signing up 
for the coverage," says 
Piekielniak. "This cover
age is still a great boon 
to all the students. I 
don't want to sound like a 
salesman for the company, 

but this coverage enables 
us to give the students a 
comprehensive health pro
gram." 

Piekielniak explained 
that many students who 
fail to pick up the insur
ance don't realize the cost 
of commonly prescribed 
drugs and treatments. The 
premium cost, says Piekiel
niak, is often made up in 
one visit to the infirmary 
for treatment. 

She also described other 
advantages to the policy 
offered through the school. 

"Something few of the 
students realize is that if 
they are already covered, 
perhaps on their parent's 
plan, is that after the bills 
are paid by the other 
company this, Dlan will 
pay the same amount to 

Freshmen, Transfer 
Enrollments Decline 

By Keith Price 

1100 new freshmen will 
be knocking on the doors 
of Trenton State College 
next semester. 

According to Richard T. 
Boehme, assistant director 
of Admissions, the decline 
is a drop from the 1500 
that were accepted last 
fall. 

Boehme said that at 
first 1400 were to be 
considered for admission 
but because of budget 
cuts the number was 
dropped. 

Another reason for the 
smaller freshman class is 
the fact that therfe are a 
greater number of 
transfers applying for 
admission. Boehme said 
the only way to make 
room for the transfers is 
to lower the number of 
incoming freshmen. 

Transfer students have 
also suffered from the cut. 
Instead of the 900 that 
were accepted over the 
last year 700 will be 
allowed to matriculate 
next semester. 

Trenton State also has 
one of the most advanced 
systems for deciding who 
will be accepted and who 
will be given an ax 
according to Boehme. 

A committee made up _ 
of Boehme and other" 
members of the Admiss
ions office look at the 

students high school re
cord, the two SAT scores 
and evaluations of the 
student that consider what 
type of subjects they 
took, pattern of grades, 
age and nay special inter
view needed to get into a 
particular major. 

This information is then 
fed through a computer 
that produces a three 
digit score similar to a 
cumulative average for 
each student. 

Boehme believes this is 
the fairest and most 
accurate way of evaluating 
prospective freshman be
cause it takes everything 
into consideration. 

"What do you do with a 
Valedictorian who gets 850 
on the SAT's?" Boehme 
questioned. 

So far this system has 
been in existence at TSC 
for 30 years, but during 
that time it has been 
greatly refined. 

Now the computer can 
process over 85,000 
applicants a year within 
one-one hundreth of a 
point accuracy. But the 
decision is not made by 
the computer alone. 

"It's just fed the infor
mation, but we make the 
final decision. This way 
everybody gets a fair 
chance," Boehme said with 
a smile. 

the patient personnaly." 
When the injury is rela

ted to a motor vehicle ac
cident, covered by 
No-Fault insurance, the 
double payment policy is 
only applicable in certain 
circumstances. 

Piekielniak also explain
ed that the policy pays 
for all prescription items 
ordered thj-Queh the 
school infirmary. 

Billing Procedure 

Because of delays in 
last year's refund proce
dure some changes have 
been made in the billing 
procedure for the coming 
school year. 

Last year students who 
did not want the coverage 
still had to pay the pre
mium and wait for a re
fund with interest. Long 
delays occured last year 
because all the bills had 
to go through the TSC 
computer system and all 
bills had to be paid before 
refunds could be issued. 

The delays were caused 
by the school's procedure, 
explained Piekielniak, not 
by the company. The 
school had to wait for all 
deferred tuition payments 
to be paid before it fo-
warded a refund list to 
the company. 

This year students who 
do not wish to have the 
coverage will mail a card 
directly to the company. 
The card will come with 
the insurance brochure 
that is included with the 
tuition bill for the Fall 
semester. 

The premium will still 
have to be paid, but re
funds will be sent out 
much sooner, said Piekiel
niak. 

Any student who does 
not want the coverage 
send the return card back 
to the company before 
September 4th. This, said 
Piekielniak, should be no 
problem as the bills are 
mailed out near the end 
of July. 

Students desiring de
pendent coverage through 
the college plan will have 
to come to the school in
firmary and sign up 
through that office. 

Students who do not 
register by mail, for the 
Fall semester, will be able 
to sign up for the cover
age on the registration 
line or through the in
firmary. 

New Frat P lanned For TSC 
By Margaret Reilly 

Trenton State College 
will become the 75th 
chapter of Delta Pi 
Epsilon, the national 
honary graduate society in 
business education, during 
formal ceremonies in 
October. The chapter 
name assigned to Trenton 
State is Gamma Beta. 

This is the first 
graduate honor society at 
the college. 

Approval was announced 
in mid-April after a 
committee from Delta Pi 
Epsilon conducted an 
intensive investigation of 
the college's faculty, 
student body, curriculum 
and resource materials. 

"They asked us literally 
hundreds of questions," 
said Dr. Kenneth Everard, 
Graduate Program 
supervisor for the Division 
of Business, "Dr. Eugene 
Wylie (a committee 
member and past 
president of Delta Pi 
Epsilon) said he thought 
we had one of the finest 
business education 
programs in the coun
try." 

"It has taken over two 
years to go through re
quirements," continued 
Everard, "we passed with 
flying colors. In fact, we' 
received our acceptance a 
month in advance, which 
is a high vote of confid
ence. 

The purposes of Delta 
Pi Eplsilon is to: 

L Encourage research in 
the field of business 
education and to acquaint 
the membership with 
research achievement; 

2. To develop leadership 
in the field of business 
achievement; 

3. To render service to 
members in their profes
sional advancement; 

4. To further at all 
times the best school 
interest and general 
welfare of those in the 
profession of business 
education; 

5. To promote the 
friendly and helpful associ
ation of all members 

6. To further the profes
sional influence of Dela Pi 
Epsilon throughout 
colleges and schools; 

7. To bring about a 

closer relationship between 
the schools, business, and 
members of the fraternity. 

The society encourages 
research, leadership and 
fosters scholarship said 
Professor of Business, Dr. 
Carmela Kingston. It also 
has the best research pro
gram in business and ed
ucation in_the country. 

Eligibility requirements 
for the society include a 
minimum of six semesters 
hours in the business edu
cation graduate program 
and a cumulative grade 
point average of 3.0. 

These guidelines are 
from the national office, 
however, most individual 
chapters have stricter 
rules. According to 
Everard, students must be 

actively interested in 
business and teaching. 

A steering committee is 
currently working on the 
new chapter's structutre 
as well as the October 
installation ceremonies and 
future programs. 

The committee consists 
of graduate students John 
Olivo, Ann Harris, Joseph 
Herold, Ann 
Linkenheimer, John Mero, 
Trudy Shoemaker, and 
Elaine Tomaino. Dr. 
Kingston is the fauclty 
advisor. 

According to Kingston, 
future plans will include 
lectures by prominent 
authorities in business 
education and national 
conferences. TSC, under 
the society's guidance, will 
conduct some of its own 
research projects, said 
Kingston. 

Hopefully, by October, 
TSC will have 76 chapter 
members, making it Delta 
Pi Epsilon's "Bicenntenial" 
chapter. 

"Its the ultimate busi
ness group, in terms of 
schlarhsip," said Kingston, 
"it's a widely recognized 
honor." 

"It's a real feather in 
one's professional cap to 
be a member," concluded 
Everard. 

Student Center 
cont. from one 

of equipment, it is alright 
with us." 

Scull said, the Signal is 
perfectly willing to remain 
at it's present location, in 
Ely Basement. I feel we can 
work more efficiently here 
and we have the necessary 
facilities to insure our 
equipment safety." 

Neilland said, that no 
where in the basement of 
the new Student Center, is 
there a separate thermostat; 
the Signal's equipment, to 
operate safely requires, a 
temperature of less than 70 
degrees. 

William Klepper, director 

of Auxilliary Services said, 
our intent is to establish 
this area for communicat
ions and publishing for 
two reasons: 

1) provide for the media 
organizations an opportun
ity to share each others 
resources and to provide 
worthwhile interaction, 

2) these organizations 
need access to their facilities 
all hours of the day. 

Klepper said, "SCAB 
needs to provide space to 
satisfy everyone, obviously 
not everyone will be satis
fied, and there are 100 
organizations to try to 
satisfy." 

Best Named Miss TSC 
Cheryl Best, a nineteen year old Speech Communicat

ion and Theatre major, was chosen as 1976 Miss Trent
on State College, on Sunday, May 9 in Kendall Hall. 
Chosen as first runner-up was Beth Savage. For her 
talent, Cheryl performed a dramatic monologue from 

"Parted on a Wedding Mom". Mistress of ceremonies 
for the pageant was Miss Hella Young, 1970-1971 Miss 
New Jersey. 
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Restaurant Review 

The "Cock And Bull" Offers Smorgasbo 
1 rn • > . » e • i . . < 1 J .Ln nn/I onffoQ OO Iroc — 

By Dave Rrgo 

Twice a week, on 
Tuesday and Thursday 
evenings, the Cock and 
Bull Restaurant in 
Lahaska Pa. offers an 
alternative to the 
conventional sit-down 
dinner. "King Henry's 
Feast," a regal smorgas
bord featuring six lavishly 
laid tables of appetizers, 
desserts, and entrees, has 
to be one of the most 
reasonably priced dinners 
in the area, even at $12 a 
head. 

The first barrier the 
prospective diner faces is 
a huge table abound with 
three inch gulf shrimp, 
clams on the half shell, 
liver plate, creamed and 
pickled herring, and howls 
of salad, garnish, and 
dressing. 

As is the case with any 

buffet, you may feel free 
to have as much as you 
want as many times as 
you want (Hint- don't use 
the small bread and 
butter plates supplied on 
the table. Take a dinner 
plate from the entree 
table instead and load up). 

Although you may find 
the clams to be a bit 
large for best eating and 
the chunky dressings a 
little watery, the creamed 
herring and the shrimp 
are very good. The salad 
too, is fresh and crisp as 
are the bowls of garnish. 

The entree table starts 
off modestly with pots of 
relishes and trays of 
gelatin molds. 

A short way down; 
though, is an enormous 
slab of roast beet (with a 
chef cutting off each 
individual piece as you 
hold your plate in expec

tation), a tub of fried 
frogs legs, stuffed chicken 
au jus, Beef Burgundy, 
and yes, believe it or not, 
a vat of lobster tails (the 
latter, attended to by a 
waitress, who picks them 
up with tongs and 
submerges them 
completely into a pot of 
drawn butter before 
putting them onto your 
plate). 

As is the case with the 
appetizer table, as much 
and as many times as 
desired. 

Finally, standing 
innocently in the corner of 
the large dining room, is 
a table brimming with an 
assortment of rich (and 
highly fattening) desserts. 
In the center of the table 
is a huge silver compote 
sporting a mountain of 
whipped cream, to either 
side, a casserole of freshly 

Surfing Club Wants To Teach 
Others The Joy Of Surfing 
By Donald Hansen 

Do you want to learn 
how to surf? If so, 
Trenton State College's 
surfing club is an 
excellent place to learn. 

Ron Lapetz, junior 
Biology Education major 
and president, said, "The 
objective is to teach 
beginners how to surf and 
also help people with 
some experience to learn 
better techniques." 

He plans to do this 
with lectures and films 
showing, as an example, 
what type surf board to 
use and how much to 
spend on a board. 

The older conventional 
long boards are being 
replaced by the newer 
short boards. Lapetz feels 
that there is a significant 
difference in the kind of 
manuvers that can be 
done with the six to eight 
foot boards instead of the 
13 to 15 foot boards. 

He said the new boards 
are "so light and small 
that you could put one up 
behind your neck and 
tickle your ear with it." 

Actual surfing is 
something that the club 
would like to do more of, 
but due to classes and the 
cold weather they do not 
get out as often as they 
would like. 

Lapetz said, "If you 
don't have a wet suit, 
(used for skin diving), you 
just can't surf in the 
winter. Many members of 
the club either have their 
own suits or can borrow 

one from a friend." 
About five women and 

ten men are steady 
members with many more 
joining in when they have 
the time. The club is 
made up of many different 
majors, Business 
Administration, Liberal 
Arts, Physical Education, 
and general Education. 

The club went to 
Florida for six days, 
during spring break, 
surfing at Cocoa Beach 
and Sebastian Inlet. 
During their stay they 
surfed five to seven 
foot waves, and had only 
one day when the waves 
were less than three foot. 

Lapetz said, "You 
measure wave height from 
sea level to crest, because 
waves dip into a trough 
below sea level which is 
not measured." 

Competition is a 
problem, although the club 
plans to make it one of 
its main priorities for the 
future. Due to inconsistent 
weather, all the teams 
must be gathered at the 

beach before the good 
weather changes and 
proper waves are lost. 

Films are essential to 
learning good form. In 
order to get good films 
the club needs $250 to 
$500 for a recent film 
with the new styles. 

By getting other schools 
in the area to form 
surfing clubs, Lapetz 
hopes to cut the cost of a 
film down per school by 
having group showings. 
Because the cost is so 
high, they are attempting 
to film each other with 
their own equipment, but 
this also costs a great 
deal. 

Lapetz hopes to have 
these films next year as 
the background for 
lectures and discussions of 
proper technique. He has 
great hopes for next year 
with more trips to Cape 
Hatteras, North Carolina, 
the best place for surfing 
on the east' coast, and the 
location for last year's 
United States Champion
ships. 
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baked bread and 
puddings, and finally, a 
bowl filled with fresh 
strawberries and juice (as 
topping for the yellow 
cake cups... supplied, of 
course). 

In addition, there are 
five or six more small 
compotes of minint.iire 

eclairs and coffee cakes. 
Although alcoholic 

drinks are extra, coffee, 
tea, iced tea, and not only 
for the drinks, but the 
desserts as well). 

Although the dinner is 
not without flaw (the frog 
legs are;,-a little too dry 
and the lobster slightly on 

the tough side-
because of its beb 
rather than broilec 
for all you can e at r 
menu like that, in 
drinks and desserts , 
what else can jots 

Especially if you "do; /, 
for a few 
beforehand. 
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Computer Festival 

FALL 1976.  I F  YO U  HAVE A  KNOWLEDGE OR 
TALENT IN  A  PART ICULAR F IELD COM E SHARE IT  

WITH OTHERS.  

COMMITTEE 'S  MIN I -COURSE PROGR AM FOR 

-
Photo bv John Modica 

So many participated that stands were set up outside. 

Photo by John Modica 
Computer enthusiasts gaze at displayed goods, during computer festival last week. 

flea market which 
highlighted the event. 

"One of these 300 
computers available today 
is capable of handling 
anything you can think for 
it to do," Katz said with 
an animated expression. 

"The same 5 inch by 5 
inch computer can be a 
fail proof burglar system, 
run a washing machine or 
vacuume cleaner. It can 
keep a running kitchen 
inventory of your 
refrigerator and cabinets 
and constantly monitor 
and adjust room 
temperatures. You can 
even play games with it 
on your TV screen. And 
it can handle all of these 
functions at the same 
time," he said with an 
expression of wonderment. 

Of course the greatest 
asset of the computer, 
especially in this era of 
the knowledge explosion, 
is its ability to store and 
recall information. 

"It won't be long before 
all of this is replaced," 
Katz said as he pointed 
around the room to stacks 
of paper which seemed to 
occupy every available 

"Paper will eventually 
be replaced," he said. "I 
once brought home a 
computer with a keyboard 
and display screen. My 
five year old daughter 
was fascinated when she 
pressed down the keys to 
make words that she 
could see on a TV screen. 
She could identify with it 
since she has been 
brought up in a media 
oriented culture." 

It was around 1950 
when computers began 
shrinking in size and 
price. The awesome room 
full of glowing tubes that 
were the first computers 
were replaced by the 
invention of the transistor. 

Around the middle 
1960's a method was dis
covered, where a single 
silicon "chip," the size of 
half a stick of chewing 
gum, could be made to 
function as thousands of 
transistorss called a micro-
compressor. Today asn en
tire computer capable of 
the previously mentioned 
tasks can be held in your 
hands. 

Referring to this new 

technology as "silicon 
intelligence," Katz 
speculates that the most 
complex and massive 
computers known today 
will eventually be pocket 
size. "The trend of the 
computer manufacturers 
today seems to be getting 
more functions out of a 
computer while shrinking 
its size." 

Katz sees the present 
computer craze evolving in 
much the same way as 
the radio craze did. 

"Right now we're in 
sort of a primitive stage. 
People are intrigued with 
the unlimited possibilities 
of these machines just as 
our grandfathers were 
with receiving signals that 
were bouncing around in 
space on their early 
radios. The general public 
is just starting to play 
with these machines as 
hobbyists. But it won't be 
long when the fascination 
settles down and 
computers become 
household fixtures. 

"Science Fiction is 
becoming real," he said 
with raised eyebrows. 

IF  YOU' RE INTERESTED OR WOULD L IKE FURTHER 
INFORMATION CONTAC T 
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By Barry Coleman 

It wasn't long ago that 
your father or grandfather 
»as tinkering with a new 
:oy for experimental 
lobbyists- the crystal 
ndio set. It was also 
theorized not long ago 
that if the human brain 
tould be duplicated in an 
electronic computer form, 
it would cover a full 
square mile. 

But now, as graphically 
displayed by the first 
eomputer festival 
sponsored at Trenton 
State College, a 
tomputerized version of 
the human brain might fit 
into a room the size of an 

average household 
bathroom. 

In fact, many computer 
hobbyists and technolo
gists predict that 
computers will soon 
become fixtures just as 
that old crystal radio set 
and the television have. 

"New advances, and 
especially just in the past 
year, have produced 
complex computers that 
are now affordable bv the 
general public," said Dr. 
Allen Katz, chairman of 
the Treenton State Col
lege Department of Eng
ineering technology and 
co-chairman of the first 
computer festival to be 
held anywhere. 

Retail computer stores 
have sprung up around 
the country offering a 
wide variety of computers 
to hobbyists, ranging in 
price fromm $15 to $500. 

Many new publications, 
born out of necessity to 
the hobbyists, have been 
putting out the latest in a 
quickly changing market 
and updating hobbyists on 
the newest technology. 

The recently held 
Trenton Computer Festival 
drew an estimated 1500 
men, women, and children 
and offered an array of 
lectures by prominent 
technicians. But most 
impressive were the 
displays and the computer 

INSTRUCTORS 
NEEDED 

INSTRUCTORS NEEDED FOR CUB MINI -COURSE 

Some of the equipment that was available for examination. 
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Health t o luin n 

In Summary... 
By Helena Conn 

Those of you who have followed my 
articles with some regularity may feel 
discouraged, to say the least, about the 
success of surviving in our poisoned 
world. For those of us who are unable 
to pick up and depart from civilization, 
there are some basics that will make 
life happier and healthier. 

You do not need to be a vegetarian 
or fruitarian, or a "health nut," to make 
intelligent changes in your diet. 

Add these foods to your diet-raw 
honey, any grains, legumes, or cereals 
(soy beans, lentils, barley, millet, etc.) 
nuts, seeds, and tons of fresh fruits and 
vegetables. 

Buy a health food cookbook (I 
recommend The New York Times 
Natural Foods Cookbook by Jean 
Hewitt) for tantalizing recipes, and 
health food will no longer seem like 
bird food. 

Try to avoid as many processed foods 
as possible, especially any products 
made with refined four, (white bread, 
noodles, pastries etc.) and white sugar, 
which is mostly chemicals. Cut down on 
meat and animal by-products. If you 
must eat meat limit your intake to two 
or three times a week. 

Buy a book that scientifically explains 
the dangers of the chemicals in foods, 
and then start reading labels. (For a 
start try Ralph Naders The Chemical 
Feast.) 

Eat two meals a day. You will be 
surprised at how lithe your body and 
mind will become when you reduce your 
food intake. Develop a regular fasting 
schedule, even if it is one 24 hour a 
week. 

Exercise is as important as the 
quality of food that you eat. Move your 
body every day--walk, run, ride a 
bicycle, stretch-move! Have to study for 
a final but you feel like could sleen for 
a couple hours? Run around the block, 
do jumping jacks, or just jump up and 
down for a couple of minutes and you 
will whiz right through your books. 

For those of you are already 
physically active, stay that way, even 
when you are fifty, and you will be 
rewarded with a healthy, attractive 
body. If your body is showing signs of 
middle-age spread at 20, shame on you! 
Start exercising now. The body is able 
to recover at almost any age, but the 
older you are the longer it takes to see 
results. 

Develop a daily or regular exercise 
schedule - this could be a regimented 
exercise program or the daily participa
tion in an activity you enjoy. It is very 
important that you do not become dis

couraged. Depending on how out of 
shape you are, it could take a year to 
see results, but after that year has 
passed and your body is in shape, you 
will wonder how you tolerated a jellified 
body for so long. 

Do not wear restrictive clothing. Your 
body needs freedom from binding, suffo
cating clothing. Wear loose, comfortable 
clothing. Be kind to your feet. The 
health of the body is very dependent 
on this condition of the feet. Go without 
shoes at home or on natural ground. 
Avoid going barefoot on cement and 
streets. Sacrifice fashion for health and 
wear comfortable, flat shoes- Earth 
shoes or sneakers. 

Develop an awareness of the natural 
world around you. This does not mean 
you have to meditate in the mountains. 
Become aware of the change of the 
seasons, trees, birds, sunrise and sunset, 
and the environment around where you 
live. Take a walk along a deserted 
street in a park, or in the early 
morning or late evening, and experience 
nature directly. 

Always breathe slowly and deeply. 
Breath is life. 

Avoid all medication. Stop taking a 
pill for every thing that ails you, 
especially the medications widely 
advertised in the media- headache pills, 
cold tablets, hay fever pills, cramp pills, 
pep pills, sleeping pills, need I go on? 

Develop an unconditional regard for 
yourself and others. Life is not the 
haphazard scheme of some negligent 
god. The universe is governed by 
natural law, so flow with the current. I 
believe that all things are meant to be 
and that all your actions come back to 
you. When life hardly seems worth the 
effort, be thankful for the fact that you 
have two arms and legs. Some people 
don't even have that. 

I think that the one best rule a 
person should follow to be happy and 
healthy is that of doing everything in 
moderation. Sure, everyone gets 
depressed, but don't spend your entire 
life fretting about what you don't have 
or can't do. If must smoke or drink 
or eat junk food, do it in moderation. 

I am ending this article with a list 
sources for the topics I have discussed 
over the past year, and for many more 
that I did not. If you are interested in 
reading more on the subject of health, 
go to a good health food store, or write 
to these addresses and they will send 
you a book list. Columbia Publishing 
Co., 2304 Wilson Blvd., Arlington Va. 
22201; American Media P.O. Box 1365, 
Thousand Oaks, Calif., 91360; Health 
Research, Mokelumne Hill, CAlif. 95245. 

Pre-Law Club Formed A t T SC 
By Brian Wallace 

The pre-law society, a 
new organization on cam
pus, has been formed to 
help students considering 
law school. 

Dr. Fair, of the Political 
Science department, the 
faculty advisor, and Sam 
Sacks, the president, are 
currently recruiting 
members. 

The primary functions 
of the Pre-Law Society 
are to prepare students 
for the LSAT test, 
familiarize themselves with 
colleges that offer law 
degrees and generally get 
an idea of what career 
choices to make. 

They have sent a 
proposed budget to the 
Student Finance Board 
and hope to get space in 
the new Student Center. 

If the budget is 
approved, they plan to 
have a lecture series here 
on campus. 

The speakers would be 
local attorneys that 
specialize in certain fields, 
such as bankruptcy and 

patents, along with former 
Trenton State graduates 
that went on to law 
school. 

The Pre-Law Society 
also hopes for some big 
names, like F. Lee Bailey, 
Arline Spector, or Sam 
Dash. 

Trips to Rutgers, Seton 
Hall, and University of 
Pennsylvania would also 
be on the agenda. This 
would allow the students 
to check out the facilities 
offered at these schools. 

Entering law school is 
not easy. Usually one out 
of ten applicants are 
accepted. 

Your cumulative average 
must be at least 3.25 and 
a score of 625 in the law 
boards must be achieved 
before most colleges will 
consider your application. 

Some students consider 
out of state universities 
but as Sam Sacks says, 
"Competition is rough all 
over the country." 

One doesn't have to 
have plans to be a lawyer 
to join the Pre-Law Soci
ety, they offer guidance to 

people who wish to be 
para-legals, which are 
assistants to attorneys. 

"There have been 
several attempts before to 
establish such an organiza
tion, but all failed," stated 
Sam Sacks. "This time we 
plan to drum up some 
interest, we've got good 
potential." 

Their managment board 
consists of Sam Sacks-
president; Jimmy Gimneti-
vice president; Alan 
Weiss-secretary; Dean Go-
ettsch-treasurer and Bob 
Correale-publicity. 

"Virtually every college 
in the area has a Pre-Law 
Society except Trenton 
State," said Sam Sacks. 
"We want to provide an 
organization that will 
allow students to go over 
the points of entering law 
school." 

There will be a meeting 
for new members May 
11th in the Humanities 
Building at 3 p.m. or 
contact Dr. Fair at 
771-2180 in Bliss Hail for 
information. 
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Review 

Sancious, Hot Tuna Rock The Tower 
By Jack Greene 

The distinctive, driving 
bluesy sound of Hot Tuna 
rocked the halls of the 
Tower Theater in Philadel
phia on Sunday night May 
2nd. The melodic bass 
work of virtuoso Jack 
Casady and the bright, 
lively, superb guitar 
picking of Jorma 
Kaukonen left the audi
ence gaping in awe and 

shouting lor more. 
Opening the bill was 

David Sancious with his 
back up band, which 
consisted of a bass player 
and a drummer. Sancious, 
who plays both keyboards 
and guitars, lit up the 
Tower with his lightning 
fast style of jazz. 

All of Sancious' songs 
featured, him on lengthy 
solos that bordered on the 
boring side. His songs 
seemed to be lost 

somewhere in the middle 
of old Mahavishna 
Orchestra and Chick 
Corea, although he never 
came close to Corea's 
brilliance. 

Sancious played for 
about an hour and fifteen 
minutes through shouts 
for Hot Tuna and then 
came back to do an 
encore of fifteen minutes. 

It took the road crews 
half an hour to dissemble 
Sancious' equipment and 

Review 

Another Roadside Attraction 
(CPS)--Let's say you're in 
the Village (Grenwich, of 
course) in 1960. In one of 
those sleazy basement 
dives, there's a scrawny, 
funny-looking folksinger 
who most people laugh at. 
But for some reason you 
like him, even though 
you're not completely sure 
why. 

You go to see him 
again and again, dragging 
friends along. Imagine 
how you would feel later, 
knowing that somehow 
you recognized and 
appreciated Bob Dylan b-
efore he was Bob Dylan 
to the rest of the country. 

Well, a new cult in on 
the scene and there are 
still openings. Another 
Roadside Attraction, by 
Tom Robbins, is the kind 
of book you pass around 
until your copy is frazzled, 
chewed and coverless. 

Written in 1970, the book 
got good reviews but is 
still fairly obscure. 

There has been a little 
literature that has grown 
out of the social upheavals 
of youth of the sixties and 
seventies. There has been 
literature that inspired 
many of the changes in 
attitudes, such as One 
Flew Over The Cuckoo's 
Nest and Catch 22. 

But what writer who 
went through the recent 
upheavals, who suffered 
through them and grew 
through them, has 
absorbed the dramatic 
shift in attitudes and tried 
to make sense of them on 
paper? None very siiccess-
fully. 

Except for Tom 
Robbins. 

He is familiar with 
drugs, mysticism, religion, 
radical politics, science, 

the inadequacies of higher 
education: The old ideas 
that are suddenly being 
challenged and the new 
realms that are being ex
plored. 

Robbins can attack and 
attack and attack at 
modern society's institu
tions with intelligent and 
completely devastating 
arguments expressed by 
the various characters. 

He completely rips 
apart the Catholic Church 
(and by extension, all 
authority) until you are 
almost convinced the Pope 
is a criminal. 

But he has so much fun 
doing it, it's exasperating. 
Rather than set out to 
alter or destroy the 
tyranny he sees around 
him, Robbins would rather 
pull its pants down. He 
knows he can't do any
thing else anyway, and 
it's much more fun. 

move Hot Tuna's equip
ment into place. The trio 
of Bob Steeler on drums, 
Jack Casady on bass, and 
Jorma Kaukonen on 
guitars emerged onto the 
stage and after a brief 
consultation between band 
members, jumped into a 
ten minute rendition of 
"Uncle Sam's Blues", 
which is one their first 
album. 

The sound system was 
excellent all during the 
concert, with even the 
subtlest tones of the 
instruments arriving intact 
to the listener's ears. The 
only fault was that the 
vocal mike should have 
been mixed a little louder. 
Some of the lyrics were 
indistinguishable. 

For over an hour 
Casady and Kaukonen 
traded and blended licks 
through such songs as "I 
Can See The Light", 
"Jelly Roll Blues", "Hit 
Single #1" and "Rock Me 
Baby", a B.B. King song 
that Kaukonen and Casady 
recorded while still 
playing with the Jefferson 
Airplane. 

Kaukonen's style finger 
picking on the electric 
guitars lends a fullness 

and depth to the music 
that most guitarists strive 
to achieve. 

After an excellent 
version of "Invitation", a 
man called Kaukonen over 
to the side of the stage 
and when he came back 
he announced, "This band 
has a policy of usually 
playing longer, but we've 
just been told that we 
have to start finishing 
up." This announcement 
was met with more moans 
and groans than boos. 

Tuna then launched into 
a rousing rendition of 
"Serpent of Dreams", with 
Jack Casady taking his 
first extended bass solo of 
the night. He and 
Kaukonen traded licks 
back and forth in a 
musical follow the leader. 

They then left the 
stage, but were 
immediatley called back 
by a cheering, standing 
throng of people. 

Announcing, "We would 
like to do a Robert 
Johnson song... "Walking 
Blues", Kaukonen started 
picking out ine 
syncopating rhythm of an 
encore that would last for 
over an hour. Casady 
brought looks of astonish
ment to a lot of faces 

who weren't familiar with 
his prowess on the bass. 

The total playing time 
for Hot Tuna was only 
two hours and 15 minutes 
because of some obscure 
Philadelphia blue law that 
closes everything in the 
city at 12 midnight on 
Sunday nights. 

For the average concert 
goer, two hours and 15 
minutes of music is a 
treat. 

For fans of Hot Tuna, 
who have sat through an 
average of four to five 
hours of hot rocking music 
at every Tuna concert, 
the chance to hear the 
band get progressively 
better as the night goes 
on, was missed at this 
concert. 

Due to the distinctive
ness of their music, I 
would recommend to the 
uninitiated that they listen 
to a couple of Hot Tuna's 
albums before attending 
their live performance. 

The bassiness of their 
sound could tend to 
overwhelm and lose an 
unfamiliar ear. In any 
case, they are a band that 
has to be seen in order to 
believe that they sound 
better live than on their 
albums. 
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cont. from one 
• Non-suspension cases 

referred by the college 
disciplinary officer, (the 
designator of the Dean of 
Students to supervise and 
record college disciplinary 
actions) which because of 
their nature should be 
heard before this group. 

Evalution Time Lacking 

The report, which was 
issued on May 5th, in
dicates that all feedback 
on the proposed changes 
in the judicial system be 
submitted in writing to 
the Dean of Students 
office, by May 21st. 

According to the report, 
this is being done in or
der for the Student Dev
elopment Services to gain 
feedback from the college 
prior to it's final recom
mendations to President 
Clayton R. Brower and 
the printing deadlines for 
the Student Handbook. 

Last year at this time 
the judicial procedure was 
questioned and any final 
decision was held off until 
a time where more cam
pus input could be obtain
ed. 

Paddack said at that 
time, "Since the recom
mendations and events 

took place at the close of 
the academic year...my 
professional judgement 
was...to delay action on 
altering the structure of 
the judicial system." 

In the cover letter of 
these proposed changes 
Paddack states, "The 
Student Development Ser
vices staff feels that we 
cannot afford to wait any 
longer for this response, 
and as such we are acting 
now in an attempt to gain 
feedback from you, prior 
to our recommendations to 
the president and printing 
deadlines for the Student 
Handbook." 

Charles Genereiti, ex
ecutive vice president of 
the SGA said, "This rec
ommendation shows bad 
timing on Paddack's part. 
I believe the only reason 
it has come out at time 
is, to meet the , Drinter's 
deadline for the Student 
Handbook. An important 
issue such as the judicial 
system of this college des
erves more time than six
teen days to study." 

Joe Borak, president of 
the SGA when questioned 
said, "There are a few im
portant questions, which 
we have to consult our 
lawyers about. We have 

idbtfife EXchajf§E 
Consigning baby accessories 
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had phone conversations 
with our lawyers and they 
have advised us to halt 
the passing of any pro
cedures until the legality 
of all the questionable 
points is explained and 
documented to the satis
faction of all parties con
cerned. 

"A formal legal opinion 
from our lawyers will be 
received by Friday. If 
Paddack refuses to accept 
our challenges or will not 
consider our points we 
will fight it out in court. 
Believe me, we'll take 
them to court." 

Enid Campbell, chairper
son of the Faculty Senate 
said, "There is not enough 
time to study the issue 
and I am going to ask to 
have it held off to next 
year." 

According to the report, 
the ACDC will be a 
standing committee of the 
college, chaired by the 
Dean of Students (or his 
designee), and consisting 
of two students, two fac
ulty members and two ad
ministrators. 

According to the Stud
ent Government Associat
ion President, Joseph 
Borak, the SGA is chal
lenging this committee's 
make-up, on the grounds 
that the ACDC is "over
balanced" since the chair
person, as well as two of 
its members will be ad
ministrators. 

Borak said, "The SGA 
wants this committee to 
consist of a fairer balance 
between the Faculty-ad-
ministration, and students. 
I would like to see the 
number of students on the 
committee raised to four." 

According to Paddack, 
the proposed structure of 
the committee was deter
mined because it will be 
in operation year-round 
and in some cases, as dur
ing the summer session, 
student representatives to 
the committee "may not 
be" available to serve. 
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Restaurant Review 

^Scupper' Scores High On Signal Revie 
By Jack Greene 

The Rusty Scupper, on 
Alexander Road in Prince
ton, seemed to contain 
two different moods, as 
we sat and waited for our 
names to be called for a 
table. 

The interior has rustic 
setting with all natural 
wood finish, bare beams 
and hanging plants 
everywhere. On the walls 
on the floors are Indian 
rugs which tend to create 
the effect of a southwest
ern hunting lodge or, as 
one girl told me, the 
"California Look". 

But the name, Rusty 
Scupper..., where were 
the fog horns and the fish 
nets and the sea spray? 
Ah, the waiters and 
waitresses dressed in 
striped shirts and leather 
aprons as if they were 
inhabitants of Boston's 
Fishermans' Wharf and 
the hurricane lamps 
containing candles bring 
on the nautical image. 

As soon as the night's 
entertainment, a jazz com
bo starts to play the hint 
of sea fare is overshadow
ed. 

Arriving at the peak of 
the r riday dinner nour, 
we are told there will be 
an hour and a half wait 
for a table. With the 
choice of going upstairs to 
the lounge or of sitting on 
couches in the lobby, we 
took a walk upstairs and 
relaxed to the sounds of 
the band. 

Arranged into small 
intimate sitting areas are 
very comfortable couches. 
Tables containing baskets 
of pretzels are within 
arms reach of everyone. 

Waitresses are very 
quick in bringing drinks 
that averaged about $1.50 
a piece, but seem to lack 
alcohol. A quick investiga
tion revealed that the bar
tender was pouring out of 
the bottle and not using a 
shot glass measure. His 
eye wasn't as reliable as a 
shot glass. 

Exactly an hour and 15 
minutes after we arrived, 
we were shown to our 
table by the hostess, who 
presented us with a 
paddle bearing the menu. 

Immediately a waiter 
appeared by our side with 
a loaf of bread and a big 
pot of the soup of the 

3=^ 

bring a new soup bowl to 
,you-

Dinners start at $5.50 
London broil and go for 

clam 
clam 

day, New England 
chowder. The 
chowder wasn't as 
flavorable as I am use to, 
but it was the best I've 
had in this area. The 
bread was hot and 
delicious. 

Both the bread and the 
soup, which is more than 
enough for six people, 
come with the dinner. 

A salad bar, containing 
tomatoes, spinach, onions, 

cucumbers, bacon bits, 
cheese, beets, and four 
kinds of dressings is also 
included with the meal. 

If you want to save 
some soup during your 
salad, I suggest you keep 
an eye on your bowl. 
Because of the quick 
service your soup bowl 
will be gone by the time 
you get back. However, 
the waiters are very 
amiable and will gladly 

up to $7.95 for either 
steak and crab meat or 
Alaskan king crab legs. 

A plate of fresh 
seasonal vegetables is 
available for $1.25. 

Seafood is limited to the 
fish of the day, which 
that day it was bluefish. 
Baked stuffed trout, or 
shrimp teriyaki for $5.95 
each and the Alaskan crab 
legs. 

For our dinner, we 
chose the top sirloin for 
$6.25 and the kushiyaki, 
which came highly 
recommended by one of 
the cooks at the 
restaurant, for $5.95. With 
my steak I had a baked 
potatoe, which cost $ .50. 

The kushiyaki came 
with rice and teriyaki 
sauce. 

The steak was cooked 
perfectly to my order but 
wasn't as big as it 
appeared to be before I 
cut the half inch of fat off 
the outside. 

The abundance of bread 
and soup however, didn't 
let me go away unfilled. 

Restaurant Review 

French Cafe Well Worth A Visit 

The potatoe Wi< 
good with a km 
of butter melting -

My companions ,, 
ki more than liv es" 
its killing. Ku shiva-
shish kabob i;V 
chicken, pjQ(.,' 
mushroom, tomr 
green pepper on a -
rice with a side c 
teriyaki sauce. T he 
"just melted" ., 
companion's mo uth, 
so tender. 

With dinner, i 
of wines are ava:;t 

including Mateus, U s-, 
and Blue Nun b y t ie j 
tie or the half b ottle. 

Standard house«: 
from California 
available by the © 
and half caraf e, as t>.; 
Taylor champagne. 

We chose to h ave si,, 
drinks with our fa 
which, by the w ay, i- ; 
much better preps 
than the ones we bad s 
up in the lounge. 

For dessert, we 
cheesecake that was 
rich and creamy th at 
slid right down 
throats. Desserts are L 

Our total bill for 
two delicious meals a-., 
to $13.86, which 
relatively cheap by i 
standards. 

By Brian Wallace 

La Crepe, located at the 
new Quaker Bridge Mall 
offers a fine selection of 
French food and desserts. 

The restaurant is like 
one that you might find in 
Paris. It is divided into 
two parts, an outside 
sidewalk cafe, and a 
dining area inside, which 
has a series of small 
tables and little cubicals. 

The waitresses wear 
dresses made in France 
and speak both English 
and French. 

The menu is enormous, 
in both size and selection. 

There are 100 types of 
crepes to choose from and 
are separated into two 
different varieties; parte 

de sarrasin, that is made 
from buckwheat-dark flour 
fit for a filling meal or 
pate de fromet- wheat 
light enough for a 
delicious dessert. 

We started with soup, I 
had creme and alouse, 
savory tomato soup laced 
with green peppers, a 
Brittany favorite. 

My companion enjoyed 
her bisque de komard, a 
delicious soup made from 
tomatoes, onions, parsley, 
basil, and lobster laced 
with white wine. 

Next we had spinach 
salad, wilted raw spinach 
leaves lightly covered with 
a white creamy dressing. 

I overheard many 
people ordering it and 
after my first bite I 
understood why. It was 

very tasty and extremely 
satisfying. 

After the salad, arrived 
the main dish, Crepe 
salmon caviar made from 
the light wheat. It had a 
rich, tangy taste and a 
very pleasing aroma. 

My companion ordered 
an omelette normandie, 
made from eggs, pepper, 
potatoes, onions, and 
sausage. (She, being a 
vegetarian ordered hers 
without the sausage but 
unfortunately the chef 
goofed, and there were a 
few bits of meat inside.) 

For dessert my date 
ordered crepe du fraises 
supreme which consisted 
of strawberries, whipped 
cream, almonds, and 
nutmeg. 

I ordered a flambee 

dessert, fraises du mart. 
Translated it means 
strawberries marinated in 
hirschasser and French ice 

WANTED 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 

FOR FALL SEMESTER 
TO BECOME MEMBERS 
OF THE T.S.C SIGNAL 
STAFF. 

cream. 
It's served on a cart 

and the strawberries are 
put into a little sauce pan 
with brandy and ignited. 

The atmosphere of La 
Crepe is very nice and 
relaxed, but the 
waitresses seem to always 
be rushing about. 

The silverware is colon
ial; heavy forks with 
three prongs and broad 
knives make the meal 
very enjoyable. Cloth 
napkins would have been 
a lot better, instead of 
paper napkins which tear 
so easily. 

La Crepe not only 
offers the visitor a large 

selection of crepes to 
choose from, but a lot of 
freedom too. 

A person can just stop 
in for a spinach salad for 
$.75 or he can stay a 
while longer and have a 
complete meal. Many 
people stop in just for 
dessert. 

Dining at La Crepe is a 
pleasure while also being 
very inexpensive. 

The crepes range in the 
$2-$3 bracket, the most 
expensive one is only 
$4.25. 

It is a new experience 
for most people. French 
food is delicious, pleasant, 
and very nutritious. 

Visit La Crepe the next 
time you're at Quaker 
Bridge Mall. You'll be 
glad you did. 

SFB SENIOR 
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The Rusty Scupper 
open for lunches 
11:30 a.m. until 2 r 
everyday except Su s; 
and is open for fc 
Monday through Frit; 
5:30 until 10 p.m.; fc j 
day 5 until 10, and ' I 
day 4:30 until 10 ! 

Alter the initial serf* 
of the Rusty Scupper 
being a predominantly * 
food restaurant, I wa s ab 
sorbed by the rustic it-
mosphere and good food-
In rating this r eturn 
from 1 to 5,1 had to P v 

it a 4. 
The salad bar w as r 

but not as high a caa* 
as the rest of the i--
The service was a 
too quick in one or 1 

instances, but the 
was excellent. 

I heartily recoil 
the Rusty Scupper as 
of the best restaur*)--
this area. -
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The Belle Of Amherst" Is Brilliant 
By Jon Fern in o 

"The Belle of Amherst" -
A one women play based on 
the life of poetess Emily 
Dickenson, starring Julie 
Harris. Directed by Charles 
Nelson Reilly and written by 
William Luce. Limited 
engagement at the Longacre 
Theatre, 220 West 48th St. 
New New York, New York 

This is my letter to the 
world 

That never wrote to Me 
That simple News that 

Nature told 
With tender Majesty 

Her message is committed 
To Hands I cannot see-
For love of Her-Sweet-

Countrymen 
Judge tenderly of-Me 

My life closed twice before 
its close 

It yet remains to see 
If immotality unveil 
A third event to me 

So, huge, so hopeless to 
conceive 

As these that twice befell. 
Parting is all we know of 

heaven 
And all we need of hell 

This is Emily Dickenson's 
letter to the world-- the 
world that rejected her 
poetry and referred to her 
as " the half-cracked daugh
ter of Squire Edward Dick
enson." But it was this 
world that Miss Dickenson 
had such a passion-such a 
lust for. 

And it was the life of this 
great poetess that the show, 

"The Belle of Amherst" is 
based on. A one woman 
show starring the incompar
able Julie Harris. The show 
opened to rave reviews at 
the Longacre Theatre last 
week. 

At a young age, Emily 
Dickenson wrote to a friend, 
"I expect I shall be the belle 
of Amherst when I reach my 
seventeenth year. I don't 
doubt that I shall have 
perfect crowds of admirers 
at that age." 

Thus, we arrive at the 
ironic title of the play, for 
Miss Dickenson predicted 
quite wrong. She was a 
lonely person, somewhat of 
an eccentric-but more than 
that. 

She was a true artist that 
lived always on the inside 
looking out and commenting 
on what she saw; guiding 
those comments into some of 
the most tender poetry the 
world has yet to see. 

And her beautiful words 
ring out on the stage, as 
author William Luce has 
incorporated Miss Dicken
son's poetry into an unusual 
and unique play about love, 
life, and death. But this is 
more than a mere reading of 
poetry, for it answers the 
question of 'why?'. 

We see the underlying 
motivations of why Miss 
Dickenson wrote in the style 
and manner that she did. 
Yes, this is still a play-but it 
is a play about a poet, and 
what would a play about a 
poet be without poetry? 

Mr. Luce takes these two 
art forms and entwines them 
together into an exquisite 
production. 

The play is written with 
just one character speaking 
and this viewpoint allows 
Miss Dickenson to take the 
audience to where she wants 
us- to go. 

We are totally in her 
hands (and the author's) as 
she takes us back to her 
days as a sinner in Mount 
Holyoke College one minute 
and her father's death bed in 
the next. 

Although some critics 
found this technique a little 
too much, I thought it 
worked beautifully. This is a 
technique usually reserved 
for novels and films only, 
and for once it was used on 
the stage and worked quite 
effectively. 

Not only did this tech
nique enhance the play, but 
gave Miss Harris the chance 
to prove her versitality as an 
actress. 

Her performance is one 
that cannot be compared to 
any that I have seen on or off 
Broadway in recent years 
and I have nothing but 
admiration for Miss Harris 
after such a magnetic 
display of talent. 

She radiates pure magic 
as she lapses into verse with 
such ardent feeling that she 
weeps as she says: "The 
heart wants what it wants or 
else it does not care." 

Miss Harris does not 
seperate the poetry from the 
play, but brings them 
together to form one bril
liant performance. 

And behind every good 
actress is an equally eood 
director, I in this case, 
Charles Nelson Reilly. Mr. 
Reilly has done a tremen
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dous job of working with 
everyone involved to add 
coherence to the show. 

It was quite evident that 
this was a hard show to 
present in the right manner, 
and nraise must be given to 
Mr. Reilly and William Luce 

for a well balanced script 
that was the best play I've 
seen for a long time! 

"The Belle of Amherst" 
will play for a limited 
engagement at the Longacre 
Theatre with performances 
Tuesday thru Friday eve
nings at 8 p.m. and 

Wednesday and Saturday 
matinees at 2 p.m. There 
will also be a Sunday 
matinee at 3 p.m. 

For ticket information call 
212-246-5639 or write:220 
West 48th St., New York, 
New York. 

Art For Non Art Majors Too 
By Carrol Zeisler 

You don't have to be an 
art major to use art pro
fessionally. Artistic skills 
and techniques enhance 
careers in education, re
habilitative therapy and 
academic pursuits. 

A Trenton State student 
studying art as career 
adjuncts rather than art 
majors include: 

--Eileen (Penny) 
Pypcznski, instructor of 
Media Communication 
Science at the college, 
who says, "Art education 
enriches my teaching of 
library science." 

--Sharon Reilly, a 
sophomore in Art Therapy 
who will use art as a tool 
to help emotionally 
maladjusted children. 

--Cindy Bachenski, a 
freshman majoring in 
History says, "Understand
ing the development of 
art in various cultures is 
essential to a historian," 

-Mary Lou Stanley, a 
freshman in Elementary 
Education who will minor 
in Art. savs. "Art is used 
to teach almost every 
subject in elementary 
school." 

Ann Banner, a junior 
in Art Education, who will 
be certified to teach Art 
from kindergarten through 
12th grade says, "Art can 
be as cut and dried as 
any other subject, or 
exciting and dynamic. It 
depends on whether the 
teacher can motivate the 
students." 
. Many students intend to 
be professional artists, but 
it is not necessary to 
major in art to be an 
artist or to use artistic 
methods meaningfully. 

Students in these and 
other majors enrolled in 

ceramics I course, taught 
by Ilse Johnson, associate 
professor of Art, have 
passed their seventh-week 
review and tests in 
techniques. 

Half the test consisted 
of individual evaluation of 
formula-mixed glazes. Thin 
and thick glazes on 
two-to-four-inch tiles 
caused color and textural 
variations. 

Both the tiles and the 
ceramic containers, 
constructed as the second 
test subject, required 
bisque clay materials, 
which fire at lower kiln 
temperatures. The 
demonstrated technique 
was handbuilding, using 
both slab and coil 
Projects ranged from 
drinking mugs and sugar 
bowls to cookie jars and 
planters. 

"The three and a half 
class requires intensive 
library research," said 
Johnson. "Each lesson 
format is discussion, 
demonstration, work 
session, and individual 
evaluation. Assignments 
take three weeks to 
complete. Students buy 
their own clay." 

Some students use 
rolling pins to flatten clay 
to desired thickness. 
Others cut and shape it 
into slabs. Coils are 
formed through the 
extruder, which resembles 
a huge cookie press. 

Both slabs and coils are 
bonded and made solid 
with a thinned, 
mud-textured clay called 
slurry, after the final 
shape is built. The drying 
and hardening take 
several days. 

"Kiln-firning and baking 
is a four-day process 
needing constant supervi

AWARDS 
DAY 

dale :Wed, 
May 12,19^6 
time: 10:50 
location: Kendal 

Hall 
10:50 classes are 

cancelled 
everyone welcome 

sion," Johnson said. "The 
temperatures must 
increase by 150 degree 
jumps during each of the 
first four hours. Also 
during the last four hours, 
this firing takes 10 to 12 
hours. It reaches 2400 
degrees." 

After cooling for two 
days the kilns are opened. 
The ceramics are painted 
with glazes. Each glaze is 
mixed from formula. 

Groups of four students 
use different metals added 
to basic mixes obtained 
from fine-ground 
feldspathic rocks. 
"Feldspathic" refers to 
feldspar, the earth's most 
common rock. 

Johnson analyzed the 
results of glazes painted 
on two-to-four inch bisque 
tiles, while the class 
constructed ceramic 
containers. 

The ceramic construc
tions then either 
underwent artistic or 
structural correction, or 
were set on shelves to 
harden prior to firing. 

Review 
It's 

Showtime; 
An 

Animal 
Story 

By Bob Wendover 

In about two weeks It's 
Showtime will open in the 
New York theaters. The 
movie is a review of all 
the old animals and their 
acting from around 1920, 
on. The film stars such 
greats as Rin Tin Tin, 
Lassie, Bonzo the Chimp, 
and many, many others. 

The producers feel that 
this movie will appeal to 
not only the younger 
audience but also to 
college groups because of 
the nature of its content. 
I agree with them on this 
point. 

This film is thoroughly 
enjoyable and the editing 
from scene to scene is 
excellent. 

It's Showtime is divided 
into several categories 
which cover the different 
types of animals such as 
monkeys, cows, horses and 
dogs. Following this, there 
are a few specials on 
stars such as Lassie, 
Bonzo the Chimp, Rin Tin 
Tin, and Roy Rodgers' 
horse, Trieeer. 

A great asset to the 
movie is the musical 
accompaniment. The music 
is very well arranged and 
fits the different 
sequences perfectly. I 
found myself laughing at 
things that weren't that 
funny, but when you put 
the right music to it, the 
result is hysterical. 
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Judicial Procedures 
After analysing the Dean of 

Students report on the changes in 
the campus judicial structure, we 
have come to the conclusion that 
the entire matter should be tabled 
until next year. 

We recommend this because Dr. 
Paddock has asked the campus 
community to make formal feed
back in writing to the Dean of 
Students office by May 21 of this 
year. Since the report was re
leased and dated on May 5, we 
feel that 16 days at the end of a 
hectic semester is not sufficient 
time in which to critically evaluate 
the Campus Judicial Structure. 

In the September 24, 1975 issue 
of the Signal, in a "You Turn" 
column by J ere faddocK, ne ex
plains why he decided to delay 

--any decision on last year's pro
posed judicial structure. 

The article states: "Since the 
recommendatgions (of-the ad hoc 
committee) and events took place 
at the close of the academic year, 
in order to avoid making decisions 
under pressure whicETcouIdnFesult 
in creating confusion, my profess
ional judgement was 1) not to 
accept any of the individual 
opinions and 2) to delay action on 
altering the structure of the 
judicial system. 

Well, Dr. Paddock, if last year 
at this time, you did not feel it 
appropriate to change the judicial 
structure because of year-end 
pressure, then why do you insist 
that it is necessary to ram this 
down the students' throats this 
year? 

This action would seem to be a 
contradiction to us. If the end of 
last year's Spring semester was 
too early to act on the judicial 

Erocedure, then why should 1976 
e any different? 
Is this an attempt by the Office 

of the Dean of Students to rail
road through a "kangaroo-court" 
judicial structure which could be 
used as leverage against individ
ual students who have "consistant 
negative behavior"? 

It would seem that Paddock's 
behavior in this situation would be 

rather inconsistant in comparison 
to last year's. Why the turnabout 
in space of one year? 

The SGA has already challenged 
the report and is at this writing, 
working in conjuction with 
attornies Roger Hillman and 
Richard Bookspan of Trenton on 
the legality of the judicial struct
ure. 

SGA President, Joseph Borak 
has charged the report with being 
slanted in favor of the Dean of 
Students office and expressed his 
doubt as to whether the report 
was "in the best interests of the 
students." 

The SGA has also claimed that 
the All College Disciplinary Com
mittee (ACDC) does not fairly rep
resent the students. According to 
the report, the ACDC would be 
a standing committee, chaired by 

the Dean of Students (Paddack) or 
his designee and consists of two 
students, two faculty members and 
two administrations." 

The SGA is demanding that 
four students be placed on the 
committee. Thev also sav that al
though the Dean of Students is 
not a voting member on the com
mittee, (unless there is a tie) his 
position and power of influence 
could easily sway a decision and 
more student representation is 
needed to balance out the commit
tee. 

The Resident Hall Association, 
which has its own judicial struct
ure, was not advised of the con
tents of this report. 

Why wasn't this organization in
formed of policy changes that 
could have affected it's own judic
ial procedure? 

We demand that Paddock allow 
more time for student input and 
feedback into the college judicial 
structure before making his final 
recommendations to the president. 

l ne rePort is allowed to go 
unchallenged without first clearing 
up its alledged inaccuracies and 
ambiguity, then equal justice 
would* become merely another joke 
pCs n State CoHege Cam-

The Rights Of The SGA 

Student Center Crowding 
We are unhappy about the sit

uation concerning space and the 
location of student organizations in 
the new Student Center. 

We understand that some of the 
other organizations are unhappy 
with what they've been allocated 
too. 

We believe that a great injust
ice is being done to many campus 
organizations and that it will ad
versely affect them. 

First of all, when the Student 
Center was designed the planners 
of the building failed to take into 
consideration that the college was 
going to expand and new organiz
ations would develop. Con
sequently no space was alotted for 
them. Now when it comes time to 
dole out the space, some organiz
ations are getting cut while others 
are being squeezed together in 
rooms meant to hold much less. 

Why should any organization 
who is currently happy with their 
location be forced to move into 
quarters that are inadequate and 
where they feel they will be un
able to function smoothly? We are 
paying for a Student Center that 
does not meet the needs of the 
students, at this point it is too 
late to do anything about that, 
but why must we add to the 
suffering? 

Because the Student Center wa 
designed to house the student 
organizations and the basement 
was designated to house all forms 
o media (radio, T.V., magazine 
and newspaper). 
™iL-iS falS0 tf!°u&ht that these 
organizations will learn to work 
together and share resources. 
. Wed ,llke to know that if shar
ing equipment, a darkroom, staff 
lending pictures and sharing in
formation isn't "worthwhile inter
action and sharing resources 
wed like to know what lssources-

We are told that the dormit
ories belong to the resident stud
ents since they pay for them and 
that any space currently occupied 
by any student organization must 
be vacated and turned over to the 
dorms once again. 

We question this reasoning since 
the residents will be paying for 
the Student Center too and will 
have full use of that. 
fJt H?*tCOrne down t0 the simple fact that once again the students 

stick Ft Gnd of the 

It isn't the first time and it 
nrVv," I last Just remember al this when you're paying your 
bill this summer and vou see the 
toTt* dent Center fee attached 

Since the Student Government 
Association (SGA) is the official 
representatives of the student 
body we feel that they have every 
right to make recommendations 
reguarding other students sup
posedly representing that same 
body. 

It is for this reason that we 
must object to Dr. Paddock's 
charge that the approval of the 
reappointment of James "Butter" 
Allen to the Board of Governors 
is out of the juristiction of the 
SGA senate. 

The approval of the SGA Pres
ident Joe Borak, is needed belore 
the reappointment can be final. As 
S m^ter of courtesy Borak con
sulted with the SGA senate before 
making his decision. 

If the senate, who Borak repre
sents, does not have any input 
into a matter that ultimately 
affects every student at TSC then 
what is the purpose of having a 

Student Government? 
Why not let Paddock an d Dr 

Klepper (the other administrate 
on the board) hand pick student 
representatives for all college 
committies? 

If it goes that far- why h ave 
students on the committies at a t 
since they would only represent 
the ideas of the administratior 
anyway. 

If the SGA has an idea better 
than "Butter" Allen, then they 
have every right to express th at 
opinion. We are not advocating 
any particular person for the 
position. We are merely stating 
that unless the administrate 
would like to see what democracy 
there is at this school go d°»-
the drain they should not der..-
the SGA the right to expre« 
their opinion on a matter tna* 
affects the very students taa> 
thev represent. 
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How Long? 
To The Editor: 

Monday evening, May 3, at 11 p.m. we were trapped 
in a Wolfe elevator. As time went by, we became 
concerned as to whether we'd ever get out of the 
elevator. We quickly learned that pushing the 
emergency call button evoked no response from any 
security personnel. What is the purpose of an 
emergency call button if no one responds to it? We 
realize that people do fool with the button, but for 45 
minutes?! Five of these minutes the bell rang 
continuously. Where was security between 11 p.m. and 
12 p.m., that they couldn't hear a bell ringing, doors 
banging, and two girls yelling? 

After 45 minutes in a stationary position the 
elevator dropped half a floor. Unknown to us is that 
Mr. London was attempting to open the door. He had 
irrived and remained in silence. When the door opened, 
we were greeted by a "sympathetic" Dick London, who 
said, "What's your problem?". This was in response to 
our screams as the elevator fell half a floor. Mr. 
London offered us the choice of either climbing down 
or up, his last words were, "Hold on to my wrist." 
ithis was as we climbed up). 

We question the methods Mr. London employed in 
this situation, and his condescending, snotty attitude. 
However, he did arrive promptly after he was made 
tware of the situation. How long would we have been 
there though if three residents of sixth floor had not 
tome along and summoned Mr. London? 

Is this an alert security? You can hear the elevator 
bell on all the floors. Why, within 45 minutes, did no 
me come and investigate the alarm? We also wonder if» 
the emergency bell is attached to any central control 
system. 

We question the alertness of the lobby personnel who 
tailed to hear a bell, and notice that the elevator 
remained on the sixth floor for 45 minutes. We feel an 
intelligent college individual should have been able to 
put 2 and 2 together. We feel we deserve an 
explanation as to why security failed to discover this 
situation. 

We sincerley hope something is done to remedy this 
situation before something serious happens and security 
once again finds itself with its head up its ass. 

Sincerely, 
Karen Maloney 
Elizabeth Reed 

More On Motchnik 
To T he Editor: 

Nate Lomax On TSC T icketing Policy 
To The Editor: 

We continuously receive appeals and complaints 
regarding parking enforcement based on "inconsistency." 
This has become such a problem that I feel a few 
remarks in this respect are in order. 

It is not feasible to ticket every offense every day. 
Motor vehicle enforcement, moving and parking, is 
based on "selective enforcement." In other words, an 
attempt is made to take enforcement action often 
enough, against enough violators, to encourage 
voluntary compliance by the others. 

With only two or three campus police officers avail
able for patrol, it is neither possible nor desirable to 
maintain "consistency." It is certainly not" our most 
important responsibility. 

The fact that one never knows where tickets will be 
issued, or for what, on a particular day should serve as 
an incentive to park lawfully. When the student 
parking areas are full (which has been the case only 
one day since October) enforcement standards are 
relaxed, but even this rare occurrence does not provide 
"carte blanche" to park wherever it happens to be 
convenient. 

While universal enforcement might be more consis
tent, I doubt that it would be more popular. In 
addition, it would require the hiring of at least six (6) 
additional personnel assigned solely to parking 
enforcement. 

It is hoped that the community consists of mature 
and responsible persons, for whom the threat of 
sanction is not necessary, to insure compliance with 
traffic regulations. * 

The "little blue book", issued to every driver 
registered on campus, thoroughly explains the regula

tion governing parking on campus. The ideal situation 
for all involved persons would be voluntary compliance 
from the community. 

I know that this response wiil" not piease everyone, 
and I'm sorry, but I hope that it does provide some 
insight into the enforcement philosophy of this (and 
virtually every other) department. 

In other words, if you don't want a ticket, park 
legally. The fact that you "got away with it" for days, 
or even months, is no guarantee that you'll get away 
with it TODAY. 

I could never understand the person who gets a 
ticket for knowingly parking illegally and then 
complains that they had been doing it all semester. It 
would appear to me that a person who knowingly 
parks illegally would be conditioned to withstand the 
resulting circumstances. I suggest that, rather than 
complaining about the one they did get, they consider 
how lucky they were all the times they "got away with 
it." 

Nate Lomax 
Supervisor of Security 

More Thanks 

In a recent letter entiled, "Christian against TM", a 
'Christian" attempted to discredit TM and some other 
Jiings, which is certainly his right. But then he went 
MI to say, "All common sense Christian people should 
pull all readily visible TM and Moonie signs down amd 
iestroy them." 
What type of Christian is this that would rather 

Iestroy then do good? If your beliefs about the hows 
md w hys of life keep you happy that is truely terrific; 
ind you have the right to practice your beliefs. What 
"ght do you have to force your beliefs on others or 
a in finringe on their freedoms? Why can't you just 
idow o thers to live their lives as they allow you? I'm 
'ire that if you lead a good life you will convert many 
jore people then you ever will by tearing down TM 
igns all your life. 
The two freedoms I see you opposing are the 

'eedom of press and the freedom of choice. You are 
,-idirectly opposing the freedom of press by not let-
:ng the population see what others have written. How 
•ould you have liked it if your article had not been 
"tinted because you are a Christian? 
The freedom of choice is affected when you try to 

"event others from seeing the variety of options they 
Uve. The fact is that others may not believe as you 
« or may not know what to believe. Who are you to 
sny them the right to know the alternatives? 

To deny various alternatives to people is distructive 
^ pea ce. There are some who will try TM and like it, 
'hers will try other things and be satisfied and 
erhaps the world will be a little more peaceful 
•icause these people are happy. Others may try many 
'ings and finally settle on Christianity and be very 
tppy and peaceful because they aren't doubtful about 
•hat" is right for them. Others may find happiness by 
"'mbining practices and ideologies. And so on. No 
«att6r what we believe, if we are righteous to the 
'•Ifillment of our beliefs, peace may be achieved. For 
ere are few ways of life that preach systematic 

klike for a group of people. Even those who don't 
Sve a set of traditional beliefs know instintively that 
• s wrong to dislike groups of people just because 

.^ey're different. 
In sumation I'm asking for two things. A necessary 

'Jerence to accompany disagreement, and responsible 
•eas combined with constructive methods when dis-
freeing. 

Sincerely, 
Keith Andrews 

Thanks 
To The Editor: 
To: Nick Troisi, WTSR Board of Directors and Staff: 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you 
for all the time and effort that you put in prior to the 
performance of "1576". Without your help the play 
could not have been the success it was. I would 
especially like to thank Ed Whitman for his time in 
aiding in the setting up of our lights Monday night and 
Nick Troisi for lending us the station's microphones. 

Once again thank you very much. 

To The Editor: 

The Health Column has misrepresented facts before, 
but never to the extent seen in the April 28th edition 
entitled "To Vaccinate or Not to Vaccinate." In this 
article Ms. Conn states "There is not one scrape of 
evidence...that vaccines prevent disease." A scan of 
almost any scientific journal will provide plenty of 
evidence that vaccines can and do prevent the specific 
diseases they are made against. This evidence goes 
back to before Pasteur's time. 

It was also stated that "Antibodies have never been 
isolated." This statement would be a great blow to 
Gerald Edelman and Rodney Porter who received the 
Nobel Prize in 1972 for identifying the specific 
structure of antibodies. 

And, just to set the record straight, Swine Flu is 
neither caused nor spread by pigs. The name "Swine" 
Flu came from the similarity of the virus to another 
virus that causes flu in pigs. However, they are two 
different viruses. Immunization of America's swine 
population will do nothing to stop the Swine Flu 

To The Editor: 

Dear Business Administration Students: 
Thank you for your support in electing me as your 

representative for Business Administration Senator. 
Also a special thanks to all of my friends, who helped 
me campaign in this election. 

Many improvements must be made in the curriculm 
of business for our department to be more beneficial to 
the present and future students attending Trenton 
State College. Goals must be set and accomplished so 
these improvements can be made. 

I'm asking you for your support in helping me carry 
through these goals so our Business department can be 
improved for the very best interest of the students. 

I'll b° (rettinc in touch with vou at a future date. 
Again thanks, and have a safe and happy summer! 

epidemic. 
But perhaps the worst thing that was stated in that 

article was that polio and meningitis are the same 
disease. Polio is caused by a virus. Meningitis is most 
often caused by bacteria. 

Polio has been licked in this country but only 
because of the Salk and Sabbin vaccines. And it will 
stay that way only so long as people receive the 
vaccine and regular booster shots every few years. To 
encourage the population not to receive any vaccina
tions is like advocating mass suicide. 

We believe that the Signal has a responsibility to the 
student body to get the facts right before publication. 
It is a disservice to the campus community, and in this 
case a dangerous one, to print such blatant 
inaccuracies. 

Jillaine Stiller 
Barry Cherney 
John Keating 
Beth Sheffler 
Tom Passanza 

t SinC,fwy'L Sincerely, Janet McMahon Judson Moore 
Secretary, College Union Board 

On Helena Conn's Opinion Column 
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Signal Literary Contest Winners 
First Place 

~ The Birthday Party 

By Judith L. Donini 

Children's cries always mingled so well with the sound of city traffic. On the 
sidewalk, little girls skipped rope contentedly until the little boys disturbed their 
peace by pulling on the rope or tyring to trip them. Then they would continue to 
laugh and tease and run away to do some other mischief. That happened every day 
in my neighborhood. Hamilton Avenue, where I lived, was one long row of houses 
most built in Victorian style. I can still remember, my home seemed like a 
beautiful monstrosity of red brick and amazed me with its formidable appearance. 
It had a huge front porch which my friends and I sometimes used as a fortress for 
hiding from our enemies, the unwary passersby. We were even cultured then, my 
porch became a stage where all the little players used to congregate. 

One Saturday while I was alone relaxing on my front porch, my best friend, 
Carol Purcell came by. She was excited because she had some very important 
news - a.new boy had moved into the neighborhood. She and her two brothers, 
Billy and Carl, had seen him in front of his house. He had moved into house right 
next to Johnny Washburn's grandmother's. 

Just then Billy and Carl came by. Carol continued talking excitedly. She told me 
that the boy looked about seven, which was the same age as the two of us. Billy, 
who was a little older than Carol said the boy did not, that he looked younger 
and Carl who was the youngest of the Purcell clan argued that he looked older. In 
any case, I was glad that I was not Carol who was blessed with a birth position 
between two difficult brothers. They did not know what his name was or more 
importantly whether he would fit into our group or not, but that was what we 
were going to find out. So Billy, Carol, Carl and I decided we would pay him a 
visit. Just as we were ready to go, a brown-haired, chunky-set boy with a 
mischievous grin came out of the house and approached us. That was Paul, my 
only other sibling who also preceded me bv three years. He occasionally tagged 
around with us younger kids when he was bored. But we looked up to him 
because he was older. He naturally assumed the leader role and enriched our 
exploits and misadventures. 

The five of us started on our mission. We began to talk excitedly. If this new 
kid met with our requirements, we would accept him into our group. If not, we 
would ostracize him and perhaps even ring his doorbell and run away, if he was 
worth the trouble. Plus my brother told us of a new trick where you tape the 
doorbell down so that it will continue to ring as you run away and hide. Besides, 
that was our favorite ring-the-doorbell-and-run-away section of the neighborhood. It 
was all the houses past Carol's into the 200 section of our block. 

We arrived at the house where our potential friend lived. It was almost like my 
house but smaller. The porch was smaller than ours too, it would never do for 
putting on plays. On the righthand side dirt alleyway which led into the backyard. 
At the entrance of the alleyway was a black wrought iron gate. We realized also 
that our friend's family had a dog. There were a few old bones strewn on the 
ground and a yellow plastic bowl labeled "Tippy". 

We continued to peer into the yard for a sign of the dog when suddenly a 
frail-sounding voice called out, "Yes, do you children want something?" 

We all stiffened. We did not know where the think weak voice was coming from. 
It could have been the voice of angel. Suddenly, I caught a glimpse of a figure go 
past the window and a few seconds later the front door opened. Before us, 
appeared a slim yellow-haired woman with penetrating blue eyes. She was as 
young and frail looking as her voice described her. 

"Hello, do you children live around here?" she asked. 
"Yes, we do." Paul and Billy answered for all of us. 
"We only live down the block," said Carol. 
"My brother and I live at 304 and Billy, Carol and Carl live at 296 Hamilton," I 

added. I always gave details. 
Carl felt he had to contribute something and blurted excitedly, "I'm almost six." 
The lady smiled kindly while Carol and I gave Carl disgusted looks. 
"So what are all of your names?" she asked. I took the initiative and introduced 

us, one by one. 
"Well, I'm Mrs. Jensen and I have a son about your age. His name is Jimmy 

and he'll be seven in two weeks." 
Carol and I smiled wickedly at Billy and Carl who just grinned. 
"I also have a baby girl named "Christina" who is one year old." 
We just smiled. 
"Can Jimmy come out and meet us?" asked Carl. 
"Well, he has some chores to do but I'll ask him to come out and meet you." 
She opened the door and called Jimmy. He had a shy and foolish grin on his 

face and his hands swung self-consciously by his sides. He had crew-cut blondish 
hair and those penetrating blue eyes like his mother's He was smaller than the 
rest of us and very thin. His mother introduced him to us. 

"Gee, you all live around here?" he gibbered excitedly. 
"Yep," Carl replied in a matter-of-fact tone. 
"Can I play with you sometime?" 
"I guess so," Carl replied again. But he looked anxiously at the rest of us. 
"We can show you the fun parts of the neighborhood and maybe introduce you 

to the rest of the kids," blurted Billy. 
"Eleanor and Elwood Kramer visit their grandmother a lot. They probably would 

like to meet you," I said. 
"And Johnny Washburn visits his grandmother too. But we don't bother with him 

because he's too fat and he almost broke one of our swings," said Carol. 
At that point, Jimmy's mother excused herself and went into the house. She told 

Jimmy that he would have to come into the house in a short while. Jimmy was 
too deliriously happy to notice that she was gone. 

"Gee," said Jimmy. "Do you have toy cars and an erector set?" He looked at 
Carl. 

"Sure," Carl answered. "Don't you?" 
"Yeah, but my dog broke them all. The cars I mean. And I don't have an erector 

set." 
"I wish I had a brother. It's so lonely to play by myself." 
"Yeah, I guess so," responded Billy. 
"Hey, do you have a bike?" This time Jimmy directed his question to Paul. 
"Yeah, of course. I might even get a brand new English Racer for Christmas." 
"Oh." 
"Do you have a bike," I asked Jimmy. 
"No-but I might get one on my birthday which is in two weeks." At first he 

looked sad and then his face lit up. 
"Hey, will you all come to my birthday party in two weeks!" 
"Well, we don't know yet," said Billy. 
"WeB-Tll be sending you invitations soon. See if you can try to come." 
"Right," said Paul. The rest of us did not answer. 
"Jimmy!" It was his mother calling him. 
"Comin', Mom. Well I have to go in now. Maybe--Can I come and see you 

tomorrow? 
"Sure," we all chorused uneasily. 
On the way home we were all silent. We were all thinking the same thing. H . 

suspected that Jimmy could be a potential pest. He seemed too anxious tor _• 
friendship. It also seemed he was rather poor. We felt bad about that. But w e it 
not want him to tag around with us just not to be lonely and to play with 
toys. He would have to contribute something to the group. At my brother 
ingenious suggestion, we decided to give Jimmy a one-week trial period in w hich u 
prove himself. 

It was Monday. The doorbell rang and I went to answer it. It was Carol. S i* 
seemed excited like she always does when she has something very important it 
tell me. She barely said hello. 

'Guess what!" she cried. 
"What?" 
"That new kid Jimmy was over yesterday. He came about eight o'clock in t it 

morning and it being Sunday, he woke us all up. My mother was really madf, b ut 
she got up and made us all breakfast including him because he said he didn't ha i-
enough at home." 

"Oh, really! What did he do over your house?" 
"What did he do! You mean what didn't he do!" cried Carol and she threw I ter 

arms up emphatically. "At the breakfast table as he reached over for the milk t 
pour into his oatmeal, he knocked over the carton and all the milk spilled on to t he 
table and down our laps. 

"Gosh!" I exclaimed, "What did your mother say?" 
"Nothing. She just gave my brothers and me a nasty look and cleaned it all u p 

I had to suppress an urge to laugh. 
"What else happened?" 
"He pestered Billy about trying out his new skates so finally Billy let him. B ut 

Jimmy had to make them smaller to fit him. When he was through and hantk: 
the skates back to Billy, he realized that he had lost the key! Billy nearly blew his 
stack!" 

"Oh, boy!" I said. "How terrible!" 
"That's not all!" she cried. He and Carl were playing those children's records« 

got for Christmas and he was fooling with the needle. Of course he scratched e; 
favorite record "Hansel and Gretel" right at the part where the witch is push-: 
into the oven and screams. Now I could scream!" 

"Oh-he's a clumsy as Bozo the Clown!" I exclaimed. 
"You're not kidding. He's a real pest too!" Carol wailed. 
"How long did he-" 
Carol interrupted me. 
"Too long!" she bellowed. We tried to get rid of him by hinting but he didnt g o 

home until four. He stayed for lunch. His mother only calls for him at din no time. 
"We really have problems," I said. "I hope he doesn't come here thoufh. 
"Oh, he will," Carol retorted. "I left my house early today so Billy and Carl ran 

put up with him." 
Suddenly there was a loud knocking at the door. We went to answer it. Both 

our mouths fell open. It was Jimmy. 
"Hi," he said cheerfully. "Billy a id Carl told me to come here. They said you 

were looking for me." 
Carol and I tried to hold our an er. 
"They did?" we snorted nastily. 
"They must have made a mistake 'cause we weren't," I said. 
"Yeah," Carol said. "Maybe they misunderstood something that we said. Go 

and tell them they made a mistake. They will be glad that you came back. 
We went to close the door in his face but my mother who had overheard 

talking said; 
"Judy, who is it? Let him in." 
Carol and I frowned and I opened the door to let Jimmy in. I introduced him ^ 

my mother. She told him to stay. Under my mother's closer surveillance, I t°°-
out a few games and we played a while. Luckily Jimmy did not break anything 

It was near twelve noon. I knew that my mother and I would be visiting _ 
grandmother soon. In a little while, my mother spoke up and told Jimmy and U . 
that we were leaving and would see them later. I was glad to see Jimmy go buI 

felt sorry for Carol because she was stuck with him. « 
Things did not get better as the week went on. They were worse. Jimmy * ' 

either at the Purcell's or my house. We tried to introduce him to Jo6" • 
Washburn, the other outcast. But not even Johnny did not want to bother 
him. Things really looked bad. Certainly, he would not make it into our group-
Saturday his week of trial would be up. 

Saturday morning arrived. I went out to the mailbox to get the mail. In it " 
small envelope with my name on it. Then I noticed that there was one for r 
too. I opened mine. It was Jimmy's invitation! It read: There will be a birt ; 
party for Jimmy Jensen on Saturday, July 21st. It will be held from one un 
four. Come and have lots of fun! 

What is it?" my mother asked, as I walked into the house. 
"Nothing," I mumbled. 
Just then the doorbell rang. I went' to answer it. I was not surprised- It 

Jimmy. 
Hi, did you get my invitation and will you come to my birthday party? J,rr 

squealed excitedly. 
Before I could answer, my mother interjected. ^ 
Oh, how nice of you to invite Judy to your birthday party, Jimmy. 01 f0Ui 

she will come." 
"Oh, goody!" he cried. "I sent Paul an invitation too." 
"Well, that's very nice, Jimmy." My mother smiled. . 
Well, I just wanted to make sure you got the invitations. The party i-

Saturday at one o'clock. Bye now." 
"Bye," we said. 
"Mom, I don't want to go," I whined. 
Well you must go, Judy. It was nice of Jimmy to invite you." c, 

Just then my brother came into the room. I handed him his invitation-
opened it and frowned. He looked at my mother. 

"Oh, I'm not going to this." 
"Why not?" my mother asked. .... 

Mom, I don t want to go. I'm too old to go to those baby parties,' he rep1. 

You re some big-shot. If I m going, you're going!" I shrieked. 
Then this big smile spread across his face. Something hit him. 
Worn, we are having a scout picnic next Saturday, remember?!" 
Oh yes, that s right! Well you can not miss that of course. I guess you 

have to go to the party, then." 
"Yippy!" He clapped his hands and ran upstairs. 

cont. on page lhirl 
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Mom, do I have to go?" I whined. Carol might not even go." 
I don t care about Carol,' she said. "That is no excuse for you not to go. 

Jimmy will be disappointed if you don't." 
"No, he won't!" I moaned. "Oh, Mom -" 
"Judith Lynn-you are going. That's the end of that." 
I went toward the stairs and hit the handrail in retaliation. I only succeeded in 

hurting my poor hand. 
Later that day I saw Carol. She, Billy and Carl had received their invitations. 

Their mother was pressuring them to go too. But they were working on her. 
The week went by swiftly, too swiftly. The last time I had seen the Purcell's 

was on Thursday and they still did not know if they were going to the party or 
not. 

Saturday finally came. It was quarter to one. My mother was ready to walk over 
with me to Jimmy's house. She handed me the present which she had helped me 
pick out. We arrived at his house and my mother pressed the doorbell. Mrs. 
Jensen came to the door. She was holding a blonde curly-haired baby in a pretty 
pink dress. The baby did not look too happy and crying incessantly. 

"Well, hello. Do come in." Mrs. Jensen was trying to talk above the baby's cries. 
"Hello," we said and walked in. 
Jimmy ran up to us excitedly. 
"Happy Birthday, Jimmy" I said, trying to sound cheerful. 
"Oh, is that for me!" He looked at the present with wide eyes. 
"Yes," I said shyly. I handed it to him. 
"Thank you," he said. "I can't wait to open it." 
Then Mrs. Jensen turned toward my mother. "My name is Carolyn and this is 

Christina" She indicated the baby. 
"My name is Annette," my mother replied. "Your daughter is so precious." 
"Thank you. We love her even though she cries a lot. She is a colicky baby." 
"Oh, we had that problem. Judy was the same way when she was an infant." 
I felt as if darts were penetrating me. Why did she have to divulge that secret? 

Mrs. Jensen must have sensed my embarrassment and discreetly changed the 
subject. 

"Isn't Paul coming?" she asked. 
"Oh, I'm afraid he could not make it. He had a bov scout picnic which he could 

not miss. But he wishes Jimmy a "Happy Birthday". My mother looked a little 
apologetic. 

"Oh, well that's alright. Scouting activities mean a lot to little boys. I'm sure he 
will have a good time. Do you know if the Purcell children are coming?" she asked 
me. 

"I don't know. I saw them last on Thursday. They said they might come." I 
tried to sound encouraging. 

"Oh, they'll probably be here in a short while," Mrs. Jensen said cheerily, "Come 
into the kitchen and make yourselves at home. You will stay a while, won't you?" 
she said to my mother. 

"Surely, I only have to do some shopping later." 
"Good, I'll make some coffee." 
Jimmy was anxious to show me around his "new" house. We went in and out of 

every room. The rooms were quite small. There were no rugs covering the floors. 
Instead they were covered with linoleum. There was not much furniture and the 
pieces did not all match. Most of it was scratched and old looking. Some of the 
wall paper was peeling from the walls. Yet there was a warm and comfortable 
atmosphere about the house. 

"Do you want to see my room, Judy, I think you will like it," Jimmy said 
anxiouslv 

Excitedly he took me into his room and he went over to his toy chest. In it 
were some old storybooks, Superman comics, a plastic ball and bat, and some old 
stuffed animals without their eyes. 

Jimmy turned to me. "Would you like to play with some of my toys? You can 
pick out anything you like, Judv-" 

I nodded eagerly and reached way down into the toy chest. I secured an old tin 
box and could hear its contents jiggling inside. 

"What's in here?" I asked curiously. 
"Well open it up and see," Jimmy replied. 
I had difficulty opening the box because the lid was on too tight. Jimmy reached 

over and eagerly took it and opened it for me. Inside the box there was a little 
rubber ball and some jacks. 

"Do you want to play jacks?" he asked. 
"Okay," I said. 
"Here, you can go first." He handed me the ball and jacks. 
I was not very good at it. My fingers weren't quick enough to grasp the jacks 

before the ball bounced. Plus I couldn't throw the ball straight up. I felt clumsy. 
"Here, I'll show you so you can get to be really good." Jimmy took the ball and 

jacks and tried to show me the proper way to do it. 
I was amazed at how well he did it. His fingers were so quick. He let me try a 

few more times but it was useless. I was getting bored and a little disgusted with 
the game and Jimmy sensed it. 

Oh, Judy, I don t think you like this game. Would you rather play something 
else? You know, we'll be playing better games later on when the other kids 
come-I mean if the others come." 

"No, I don't feel like playing any more games for now." 
Jimmy looked confused for a moment. Then he brightened. 
"Hey, would you like to go outside and see how nice the table looks?" 
"Sure," I said. 
We scurried outside. On the back porch was a table with a pretty yellow 

tablecloth. There were seven places set with paper plates, cups and favors. There 
were even individual name cards! I read the names: Jimmy, Paul, Judy, Billy, 
Carol, Carl, and Johnny. 

"Is Johnny Washburn coming?" I asked Jimmy. 
"No, I really don't think so." Jimmy looked sad and embarrassed. 
That made history. Johnny used to live for birthday parties and always went for 

thirds on the cake and ice cream. 
My thoughts were interrupted by a slight yapping sound. It was Tippy, Jimmy's 

puppy. He ran to me and yanked playfully at my shoelaces. I laughed with delight. 
Jimmy grabbed a red ball and threw it hard. 

"Go, Tippy!" 
Tippy went to retrieve the ball and returned dropping it at Jimmy's feet. 
"Oh, he's smart! I said. "My dog won't do that for me" 
"Tippy will do it for you. Try it, Judy." He handed me the ball. 
I threw it crooked and it landed in some bushes. But that did not stop Tippy. 

He came back with the ball and dropped it in front of me. 
Next I played tug-of-war with Tippy at his initiation. He came over carrying a big 

toy bone in his mouth. Half of it stuck out protrusively. He wanted me to grab 
that end and pull. I pulled real hard but he was strong too. My end slipped and I 
let go. Tippy fell on his back and rolled over. He looked so comical that I had to 
laugh. 

Gazing around I noticed a tree with a rope and rubber tire suspended from it. 
"Do you want to try my swing?" I'll push you for as long as you like," Jimmy 

said in an eager voice. 
"Okay," I said delighted. 
I sat on the swing. Jimmy gave me a big push. I kept swinging back and forth 

wildly. It was really so much fun. 
Then Jimmy's mother came out. She looked a little distraught. 
"Well, we should get started now. It's two thirty and the other children are not 

here. I don't think they'll be coming. So the party is officially starting. Come on 
then!" 

Jimmy and I scrambled to the table. I was surprised to see my mother come out 
with the punch. I thought she had left to go shopping. But she had decided to stay 
and help Jimmy's mother with the party. 

Jimmy's mother came out with the cake. Seven candles were lit. She placed the 
cake in front of him. We all sang "Happy Birthday." Then he closed his eyes and 
blew hard. I thought he was going to blow them all out first try. But he didn't. 
All of them went out but two. I thought it was nice because the two flames 
danced side by side like two happy friends. But soon my two friends vanished like 
the others had. Jimmy was beaming and we all clapped. 

Jimmy and . I ate avidly at the ice cream. We got a lot extra because the other 
children weren t present. Boy I thought, when Johnny Washburn hears about this 
he 11 be sorry because he could have been eaung more man his heart out. 

Afterwards we played "musical chairs" with one chair. Jimmy won most of the 
time. And when I did, I think it was because he let me win When we played "pin 
the tail on the donkey" I almost pinned the tail on Jimmy. He was laughing 
hysterically though. He managed to pin it in the right vicinity. 

Finally, he opened the present I had given him. He made such a fuss and 
blurted loudly, "Gee, just what I wanted." It was a game called "Go to the Head 
of the Class." We played for a long while, I was surprised at how many times 
Jimmy ended up and the head of the class. 

It was four o'clock and time to go. Jimmy and his mother walked us to the 
door. Mrs. Jensen looked a little tired yet peaceful. I told Jmmy and his mother 
that J'had the best time ever at the birthday party. And with that, Jimmy broke 
into a grin. Our mothers smiled and exchanged looks of silent understanding. 

iviy momer and I were the only two people walking down Hamilton Avenue, i 
thought about the party and began to jump up and down with glee. 

"I can't wait to tell my friends how much fun i had," I said to my mother. 
She turned to look at me and a single tear escaped from her eye. Yes - It's a 

shame they could not make it and even moreso for Jimmy that his party did not 
turn out to be as planned. But the truth of life is oftentimes crueler than anything 
dreamed up in fiction. "Do you remember that movie we saw on television, The 
Story of Stella Dallas? Well, Jimmy's story is almost the same, Judy." 

I turned and stared straight ahead. Strange things come out of grown-ups 
mouths. 

Second Plac*o 
Patrick 

By Caroline Pierce 

Even as a tiny new baby Patrick was terrified of water. His first bath was a 
nightmare. The normally docile baby became a screaming, shrieking animal, infused 
with unknown strength, convulsed with terror. There were a few more feeble 
attempts at bathing him, but his vigorous protests were frightening indeed. His 
mother who had happily nursed and fed and bathed three other children, was 
surprised and puzzled. But she was not one to make life any more difficult. 
Especially with Patrick for whom she felt a special bond. He was her favorite 
child. She sensed something special about him, something unique between them 
quite early Perhaps because he came late in her life. Who knows. It usually takes 
time for favoritism to develop. Patrick seemed to come home from the hospital all 
wrapped up in it. 

The others didn't mind. He was special to them too. 
"Mary, will you clean up Patrick or ... , , • D t • u 
"John will you go make Patrick presentable? Never, will somebody give Patrick 

a bath7' The bath toys were gradually thrown out. As he grew, Patrick readily 
accepted the fact that others took baths. Sometimes he would stand outside the 
door Usually he would manage to be elsewhere. He could tolerate a basin-full of 
water, barely. That was about it. 

Patrick grew into a lively and curious little boy. He was imaginative and had a 

silly sense of humor that was completely engaging. One day when he was almost 
four he said, 

"I know what hiccups are. They're little balls that pop around in your stomach 
and make noise when they hit the top of your mouth." It was that kind of 
observation that made people smile and encourage him in his antics. Particularly 
Mary and John. His other sister Judy was less interested, more distant. She had 
been the baby of the family for 10 years before Patrick was born. Now, although 
delighted with a precocious baby brother, she nevertheless had occasional mixed 
feelings about his presence. She was the one who would argue with him and tease 
him. She was often unmindful of that truce period when such clashes can be ended 
gracefully for all concerned. Sensitive and with an innate graciousness, with Patrick 
she occasionally lost her natural sense of proportion. But she was generally subtle 
and managed to conceal her ambivalence most of the time. 

There was a creek near Patrick's house where the local children gathered. They 
would periodically find treasures there- old bits of porcelain from toilets, smooth 
pieced of broken glass, interesting stones, and other objects whose origins were 
most difficult to guess. Patrick loved to play there but he would only venture to 
the banks in the summer when the creek was dry. He went along to the 
swimming hold in the summer to watch everyone play in the water. Judy would 
coax and tease him to get his feet wet with no success. He was polite but firm. 

cont. on page fourteen 
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Once John tried to give him a ride on his back. Patrick almost went through with 
it. You could tell he wanted to but in the end his fear won out. It was as though 
he were in the power of something totally beyond his will and comprehension. 

The summer that Partick was five, his family noticed that Patrick seemed more 
interested in going to the swimming hole. He held back but would watch a lot. By 
the next year they all thought he would try, and maybe even learn, to go into the 
water. * 

That was also the summer that Patrick's mother got a part-time job. John and 
Mary had full time jobs, and Judy, who wanted to get a job, ended up with a lot 
of baby-sitting for Patrick. Not that she didn't get paid. It was a pretty good deal 
for her. really. She could have her friends to her house, she was always free to go 
swimming and Patrick got along well with her friends. If she wanted to go 
somewhere she could take him along. Her friends were happy to catch up with 
Patrick's latest observations and insights. To them he was a unique and responsive 
plaything. 

Judy, too, warmed up to him winning manner. She remembered how Patrick had 
been fascinated in the Spring when some neighborhood children began their annual 
tadpole hunts. She had loved to go to the creek herself when she was younger, 
when the skunk cabbage flourished, and Jack-in-the-Pulpits played hide-and-seek in 
the new green underbrush. She remembered how mother used to complain about 
the bowls of tadpoles all over her room. Last Spring Patrick had wanted a bowl of 
tadpoles in his room, but in the end he couldn't go through with it. The water was 
too disturbing. So Judy used the summer months to teach him more about 
tadpoles. She made up a game about them which she played with him when they 
were alone. And she bought him a book about tadpoles and frogs, and other pond 
life. They even went to the library a few times. It turned out to be very 
interesting and a lot of fun for both of them. 

Getting ready for school at the end of the summer was a hassle. In the end 
Judy got stuck with more than she bargained for because everyone needed things 
and she was in the best position to run errands. 

The day before school was to open Judy had to pick up something for her 

Third Place 

mother. Patrick was looking at his books, a favorite past time, and didn't w an> 
go along. She begged and pleaded but he was polite and firm. In exhasperatk • 
relented. He could stay by himself if he remained in his room, didn't let an yone 
the house, but just "read" his books or did puzzles. She wouldn't be long and sit 
left him once before although she hadn't told her mother. It was a beautiful -
Judy was anxious to get back anyway. 

She returned to an empty house. Everything looked fine. The floor of Pat na 
room was strewn with puzzles and books but no Patrick. She called. No ans • 
She ran next door and asked the neighbors if they'd seen him. They'd bee:, 
their yard most of the day, but had not seen Patrick. The man on the cor ner"» 
mowing his lawn. He thought he might have seen Patrick but he wasn't su re, r 
this time Judy was beginning to feel panic stricken. She called her mother at m 
and her mother called the police. By late afternoon the neighbors were out iu L 
force. John and Mary and Judy went over to the swimming hole. He wouldn't h a -
gone there, of course, but they'd looked everywhere else they could think o f. V 
sign of him anywhere, but Judy pick up a spoon that looked like one of ik -
kitchen spoons. It was by an empty coffee can. She took it home, avoiding k 
mother who was consumed with anxiety and fear. 

The police found his body the next day. He had gone to the swimming; 
Nobody would believe it. In his room on top of the puzzles Judy found Patnu ; 
book about pond life. It was turned to a picture of tadpoles. She picked it up in 
put it away. 

Patrick's name was never mentioned again. His room was cleaned and ev er; 
possession of his was given away. Within a week it was done. The fan 
pretended to go on just as before. Patrick's mother, tight-lipped and withdraw, 
insisted on living as if nothing had happened. They all pretended. They didn' t tow 
what else to do. 

Judy was the one who broke finally. It took eight years. They found her body : 
the swimming hole. It was a magnificent day, the day before school was to o pe: 
In her drawer at the bottom they found an old kitchen spoon and Patrick's b ook 
on pond life. The tadpoles were all obliterated by black heavy ink. Nobody k ne» 
why. 

The Walking Dead 
By Michael Dessoye 

They sent us back there after it ended because, hell, you can't just walk away, 
bury your dead, and forget it. You might make a big show of de-escalation and 
withdraw!, and cheer the war is ended. And we won. But we didn't. And it isn't. 
We're still there. Sometimes dying, mosting trying to stay alive. 

I decided to take the tail. Maybe it was the rain getting to me finally. But it 
shouldn't have. A man should be able to acclimate himself to something he walked 
through for twenty-two days. But southwest monsoon winds blew the rain down 
hard enough to stagger. We braced ourselves as it fell in jarring cascades from the 
rosewood and mahogany canopy high overhead. 

We were in the secondary shit, the big growth of jungle where the foilage isn't 
so thick that you have to hack up the trails with machetes. It was open, easier to 
trap thar. primary forest. Easier to die in. So it must have been that and the rain. 
It gave me the feeling. We were all tense and something might screw up. So I 
stepped off the track after making sure it was clean. I was behind the point. It 
would be easier to let the rest pass me than walk back, I thought. 

The downpour reduced the horizon to a few feet. I stood there wet and shivered 
despite the heat and took some dapsone for the maleria I decided I had. I noticed 
Jerome's boot toe first, then the legs and the man, like a man emerging from a 
waterfall. Then he disappeared again. That quick. Like the rest of them. Almost 
indistinct spectres filtering through a splashing green haze. The dim light was 
diffused through the heavy vegetation overhead and around, liquidy luminescent 
from the rain. I felt like some damned sinner stranded after Noah boarded up his 
Ark. Sometimes, I thought if it fell a little harder. I would drown. Definitely. 

Dawley, Lund, and Fane passed with weapons slung. I let them go by. Don't 
even think they saw me. They were the worst off, aside from the wounded, sicker 
than the rest of us, fevered bad. Hell, I wasn't going to be like the friggen Captain 
and order them. They were zombied enough already. As long as the point and rear 
kept their rifles at port I'd let it slide. But I could smell them as they passed 
close. That worried me. They didn't smell like the jungle. So that was dangerous. 
Next break, I remembered thinking, we'll have to rub some crushed leaves, maybe 
some mud, over us. It was the rot getting worse, I recalled, just as the captain, 
the little maggot, walked by. 

His weapon was ready at port like always. I must have startled him standing 
there. I was real quiet, hoping he'd go by without noticing. But he leveled his 
M-16 quick and I heard the safety slick. 

"It's me," I said getting water into my mouth. The mag was in, the bolt home, 
the round chambered. The click did it, a sound sharper than a raindrop splattering 
on a fond. I figured he might have chopped me up. I wonder if he knew it was 
me. He lowered his rifle. Ever so slow. 

"What you f-—' doin' standing there, Haggori?" he asked, the words gargled and 
low, very obnoxious for an officer and a gentleman. I smiled. He got his mouthful 
of the shit too. "Going to relieve the rear," I said. "Asbille's all by himself after 
the wounded. Want to give him a break if they're getting close." 

He nodded, a step nearer. He smelled worse than me close up. His camies were 
soiled, the jagged green and black striped filthy with slime. Must have tripped 
somewhere back. Better camoflage for all of that. His beard was scrufty, his eyes 
bloodshot like the rest of us. I noticed his forearms were mottled and scabbed 
from the jungle rot, like the rest of us. None of the little wounds from the leeches 
or blood bees, or the scratches we got back in the saw grass, would heal in the 
damp. The perforations kept enlarging. Pus gathered at the edges. But he didn't 
care. He was rotting like the rest of us, and sick, and tired. And we had wounded 
to think of. But he didn't mind. He was crazy, that one. Really intent. 
* "Make sure we don't get caught," he slurred, trying to kee his lips closed and 
the water out. I remembered when before the rain we'd been back in the 
mountains without water. That was after we didn't get our downed recon major 
and shot up an NVA platoon trying. We were lucky to get out alive, three 
wounded, one dying. We left our dead, nothing else possible and the NVA came 
after us. We left our packs, passing up food caches we were moving so fast. Three 
days and nights before we lost them, carrying Munn all the way. We came off the 
mountains at the tail end of the dry season. The paddies were empty, their floors 
dry, rock-hard, rough and lumpty, pitted. We pushed through the tangles of the 

hedgegroves along their sides, tripping on the rocks, getting caught up on 
shrubbery. Finally we came to one paddy with a few inches of muck. It tasted li ke 
warm piss so we passed it up. But three days later we were river shit. It $ve us 
the runs, made us sick. Nothing ever tasted so good. A week later and us pahing 
into secondary jungle, we were chewing bamboo shoots for moisture. When the 
monsoons plunged down we just about drowned, drinking it in so hard we breat hed 
it into our lungs and floated our kidneys. But after twenty two days of rain, re t 
worsening, wounds putrifying and saponifying, fever and diptheria and hepatiues 
our constitutions were breaking. We were getting slopppy and we couldnt afford 
i+ Even though the Captain was nuts he realized that. "Get back there and 
keep us clean," he licked his lips, the rain dripping off his beard. "We need som e 
time so we can set up an ambush further on." , 

"What?" I asked. It was news. "We're far enough away. If we keep cle an the; 
won't never get near us." The men were all half dead, living on rats and cho colate, 
wounded or diseased, falling down. All our orders stated to do if we didnt ^ 
that spy flyer back right away was to get the f— out. ^ 

"We're going back to finish our mission," the bastard said. Acheson and R o>e 
passed us with the litter, carrying Munn with gun shot. Behind them Lawre. 
stumbled with a neck wound, Tellson with bullets in his arms, and Kelt wit h -
hole in his hand, all sludging through the muck, tied with a line to Rose to kee 
them on the path. God knew how they made it this far. . . 

"You hear me, Haggori?" he asked. "We're going to ambush. Then we go 
North" 

"You're out of your head! We can't now. What about them?" I indicated as the! 
past. 

"We'll leave them after the ambush." 
The rain showered around us. The light slanted green through the <a»0?-

overhead, indistinct. The captain's face was close to mine. I smelled his breatH-"-
teeth were beginning to fall out. I looked down at my boots sunk in the 5 

decaying leaves, mud and brackish water twisting in rivulets all around. We ne ^ 
leave wounded, I thought, because if they're caught, the gooks will pluck their e ^ 
out and hang them by their intestines. The Captain knew it. 

"No way," I said, looking at his red rimned eyes. "All we have to do is f! 6 

now. Were not supposed to be this shitten country anymore anyway. 
His left eye started to twitch. "You heard me Lieutenant," he said. -v. 
"F— you," I answered. "It's your fault we lost those nine men before- ^ : 

major wasn't worth it. We won't lose more, I'll tell you, you son of a bitea _ 
could feel my weapon level on him. He didn't back away. His eyes didnt 
narrow. I don't think he believed me. 

We 11 go back,' he said, his teeth closed, nodding his head. Then he 
away into the rain and was gone. I didn't do anything, but stand there, 
seconds and Asville came up behind me. . ,, 

"I heard that scum, Lieutenant. I was waiting back there in case you needed 

With the rain like a partition around us it was like the captin never 
he did. And the rest of the column took my responsibility. I wished I bad - --
him. 

"Later, Asbille," I said to him. "Get moving. We'll get it later." . 
We moved through the jungle slow, at a slow march, slower in the rain- P _ „ 

our feet each step, stepping slow, stopping every ten meters to listen. YoU e 

a rhythm. And it might go on, and on monotonously, seemingly endless 1 ... 
southwest monsoon in the lowlands. The rainforest splutter and plop, the 
of drops twenty times as large as tears and nothing else but the sudden » 
from cover of a startled egret or monkeys' chatter somewhere off the trai-
become atuned to the jungle and if it goes on long enough you feel safe, as 
will go on undisturbed forever. But the rain might blow down harder and ' 
your pace, and the wind, a humid wind, won't let you hear the jungle, tll? . 
won t let you see. So you become tense, because, if you can't hear, or see. 
even watch the ground for booby traps because any markers like twigs or c 
wood the gooks left to warm themselves would be washed away, .then you B -
as well be walking dead. But you're still alive. " .5 I 

I paused to cut holes in my fatigues' bottoms to let the water drain 
cont. on pa?8 " 
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The Walking Dead 

cont. from fourteen 
wondered if I should leave a booby trap, a mine, to slow them up if they were 
still coming. The mud would have hid it good. My boots were lost in it. 

I jerked up right, the shots coming off single rounds. I forgot about the slime 
sucking up my boots. My thumb flicked the safety as I ran forward. The rhythm 
was finally broken. I could imagine it up there. Diesal must have walked into 
something. He'd fall forward and fire, then the slack, Walter, would step up and go 
on automatic. As I ran I heard him firing, the rounds splurted so close together, 
faster than a stick on a picket fence. I heard Stevens and Adkins join in. Then 
another, five in all. My stomach rumbled. I wondered what type ambush hit us. 

I slowed as I neared the fight, crouched and edged up the track, my knees 
muddy. Someone was screaming in the rain. 

There were no echos to distrot where the rounds were coming from. Then I 
stood, because hell, I could tell 16's from AK's or carbines any damp day. And 
there were only 16's cracking off. 

I hit up the line, must have been further back than the ten meter space. Jerone, 
Acheson, Rose, and Kelt were bending over Munn, uncertain, but Tellson and 
Lawrence lay still. I sprinted, breaking ferns. I heard the Captain as I ran. He 
must have been up with point. 

"Get over here! Get over here! Put that rifle up!" 
I almost ran into Dawley, Lund and Fane stretched prone, peering into the rain. 

Fane grabbed my arm, pulling me down. His hepatitus was wasting him into a 
skeleton. "They tried to frag him, lieutenant. Honest to goddamn!" 

"Do it, Stevie! Gun him. Now" I heard someone, maybe Adkins, scream. The rain 
and foliage, the way the trail twisted, acted like a triple blind. Less automatic fire, 
only one, two, three weapons kicking. Bullets chunked through the wide leaves. 
Fane fell away, a stray catching him in the left eye orbit knocking out the back of 
his head. Slush all over Lund. I commenced crawling forward, motioning Dawley 
and Lund to follow. 

"I'm hit!" Someone screamed. It was Walter. 
"Stevie! Kill him!" 
Screams. What the hell, I thought. The retort of the rifles up there, then the 

rain beating down on the jungle and my body. The clammy feel of the muck 
leaking into camies. 

"Captain! Don't," Stevie shouted unseen as more automatic fire began. Each beat 
of the rain felt like bullets slamming into my back as I edged forward like a blind 
man, wiping the water from my face with muddy hands. A figure tripped up the 
path and into me. I reached for my knife, twisting under him. 

"It's me. Me!" he choked. 
"It's Adkins," Dawley said pulling him off. 
"Don't let him kill me, lieutenant, please," he shouted as Lund and Dawley tried 

to keep him down. There was no more fire from up front. 
"Lieutenant?" Acheson yelled from the rear. 

, "Stay back there," I shouted. I turned to movement up the path, jungle 
encroaching, a green corridor. 

"Haggori. Haggori! It's me. I'm coming in." 
He stepped into my horizon. His rifle was pointed at Adkins pinioned by Lund 

and Dawley. 
"Please, Captain. P1-" Adkins screamed as a full clip ripped him apart, tearing 

him from Dawley. 
The Captain had another clip in before any of us moved. He traversed his 16 

over us. 
"What's up?" Jerome and Acheson came bounding in, tripping over Adkin's body, 

over Lund. I swore to myself when I saw that the rest of them were behind, 
cueued up. 

"Markow!" I yelled, but he stepped back. He had us. 
"Are you mad? Your own men!" 
"Mutiny," he said, there was a sheen of perspiration, or maybe it was rain, on 

his forehead. His hands were steady, his fingers bleached white. 
"I told them to set up the ambush. They wouldn't" 
"What ambush?" Kelt asked. 
The Captain's eyes flicked. "You men. Asbille, Jerone, Acheson. Move closer." His 

eyes riveted back to me. "Where's Munn?" he asked Rose. 
"He died back there. The bullet in his belly got to him." 
"Markow," I said. "You killed enough men. Put up that rifle." 
"We're going to set up for the gooks," he said. "Then we're going back. No more 

mutiny. Any man fires on me will die like them up ahead," he motioned and 
kicked Adkins's corpse. It's blood washing away in the slanting rain. 

"They tried to kill me," he said. "Mutiny." 
The Captain used to be a good soldier. But he was still a good killer. And 

smart. 
"Get up," he said to me. Give someone your weapons. Lawrence, come here, you 

too." 
Lawrence's neck wound was bleeding again. He made me tie myself to him. 
"Now you men listen," he shouted over the rain. "I walk behind the lieutenant 

and Lawrence. We will deploy again. Around me. If there is any trouble I will fire 
into Lawrence and Haggori. We will proceed with the mission." 

Not a man grumbled. If they might have been willing to waste another officer to 
get Markow, they wouldn't endanger Lawrence. Lawrence staggered against me. I 
put my arm around him to hold him up. 

"Rose, Jerome, Asbille, and Acheson get up at point. The rest of you behind me. 
I felt the muzzle pressed into spine. 

"Give that pack to Asbille," he said to me. 
As Asbille came up and took it I whispered, "Do it later, Asbille. Later. 
"Shut up," the Captain said and prodded me. "Get moving." 
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Asbille's face didn't change as he moved away. Up the trail was Steven's body, 
face down in the slime. Jerome turned him over and wiped his face, closed his 
empty eyes to the rain. Ahead was Walter, half off the trial, sprawled in the 
bushes, his camies torn exposing his severed spine, the blood washed away but a 
jelly substance oozed. Diesal was near him, his head severed, the blood pumping 
out of the arteries. Asbille picked the head up and placed it off the trail, then 
Diesal's body. He gagged but didn't vomit. Rose and Acheson waited. 

"Get going!" Markow screamed. He shot a round into Walter's body. Lawrence 
shivered beside me. 

Asbille turned, his face wet in the rain. He was just out of high school. "Get 
going, boy," I said softly. He nodded and the rest of them moved up the trail, out 
of sight. I estimated we had six hours of light left. The Captain might make us 
walk through the night. I figured he'd want to get into deeper jungle to find a 
site. As we moved, the rain was like a partition around us. It was still my 
responsibility. I could smell the stink of fear on Lawrence as he braced himself 
against me, and on my own self. From the Captain behind, his rifle touching like a 
corpse's stiffened finger, I could only smell decay. He was walking with us, but he 
smelled like he was already dead. 

Three hours later the rain was lessening, the jungle thickening. The canopy was 
lower, closing in like a descending green shroud. It was primary jungle, a 
nightmarish tangle of lianas, thorn bushes, and bamboo brakes so thick there was 
hardly space for us to slip through. The point was probably 100 meters ahead. The 
trail became little more than an amimal trace, looping serpentine fashion. I 
estimated we marched twelve clicks south since daybreak. If the trail became any 
ranker we'd have to find running drainage lines to follow. There was a let up in 
the incessant rain as we marched, the captain close behind. I wondered how Lund'd 
diptheria was. The Captain might order him left if he fell out. Lawrence was a 
sleeo-walker as the heat and humidity worsened. I had to carry him, just about, to 
keep him alive. He was sluggish, almost unconscious. 

"Markow," I said as I stumbled once too often with Lawrence slung over me. 
"Let's give him a rest." 

"Keep moving," he said. He was about two meters behind. With the rain stopped 
he could keep a greater distance. I could see only Kelt behind him on a long 
stretch, about ten meters. He had his weapon slung. The Captain's was pointed at 
me and Lawrence. A heat shimmer was developing. The jungle began to steam. 

"I need help with him," I pleaded. 
"Call someone," he said. 
It was then that Asbille came back from point. 
"Up ahead, sir," he said before he came close to the Captain. "Good place for 

your ambush." 
"Help Haggori with Lawrence," Markow answered. There was a slight change of 

inflection in his voice. That was what he wanted. 
"How is it?" he asked as Asbill took some of Lawrence's weight off me. The 

Captain had moved closer. I could smell him better. 
"A perfect S," Asbille replied. He wouldn't look at me. "We can set up with the 

quadrants in deep grass on either side of the trail." 
"Fine," Markow said, then to me. "We'll set up bivouac there. A little beyond." 
Psycho, I thought, what camp? For weeks we've been sleeping in the much with 

the bugs. 
"Hurry up," he shouted at Tellson and Kelt behind. "Close it up." 
"How much further?" I whispered to Asbille. 
"Ten minutes." 
I swore. A little longer and there'd be the possibility of ground fog. But there 

was no helping it and because we were that close the heat seemed all the worse. 
It seemed to shimmer off the landscape. I wished for salt pills to chew and I pray
ed the rains would come soon again. We passed some mildewed bamboo and thorn 
bushes scratched the side of my thigh. 

"Goddamnit," Asbille said after we passed a tree thick with lianas. "Leeches!" He 
reached into his fatigues. We held up. As he undid his pants he lurched into 
Lawrence and we fell. The two of us fell into thorns. 

"You're dead men," the Captain said calmly. "Come out of there." 
"Sorry Captain," Asbille said as he stood up and fastened his pants. "My fault. It 

wasn't anything really. See." He held up a tree leech for Markow to see, then he 
tossed in on the trail. 

"Alright. Get going," Markow said. He still covered us. 
"Asbille helped me and Lawrence disentangle ourselves. I didn't feel the thorns. 

"Keep with me," he whispered and we stepped onto the path again further up. 
"Just walk." 

His face was drawn tight. Without warning he pushed us off the path again 
when we heard the Captain take a sharp indrawn breath. 

Lawrence tumbled over and I dived. We burrowed for cover in the undergrowth. 

Automatic fire cracked into the mud, slamming into Asbille before he could crawl 
off the track. 

"Christ!" the Captain screamed. "I'll kill you all for this. You all. Bastards!" 
Clip after clip he emptied into Asbille as we lay there waiting. I could hear 

Tellson and Kelt, Dawley and Lund edging up on him from the rear, Acheson, 
Jerone and Rose coming back from point. 

"Don't hit him," I yelled over the Captain's curses. Asbilles' body jerked, flapping 
as the bullets hit. The Captain must have emptied a hundred rounds, all he had, 
into him. He was still screaming. 

Lawrence and I crawled out of the brush. The rest gave him a wide berth. I got 
the column together well beyond the Captain. They wanted to go back and shoot 
him up. I had them start moving. South. Home. And I went back alone. 

Markow was standing where he had last stepped, stiffened, immobile. I remained 
clear, out of range in case he had any more ammo, but he could see me. 

"Damn you," he said as he stood on the trap. 
"It's pull release. Isn't it?" he asked after a moment. 
"Yes," I said. Asbille's body lay two meters before him. He was chopped up, 

hacked open, unrecognizable. I wished I could bury him. But it would have been 
suicide to get that near. The light was fading. It was about to storm..I felt a few 
warm drops on my face. 

"You're not going to leave me here?" Markow asked. His left eye was twitching. 
More drops. Its your f-— ambush, I thought as the monsoon rain broke again. I 
could smell Markow's stink. 

"Haggori," he pleaded. His figure was blurring in the rain. Asbille's blood was 
mixing with the rainfall and running in muddy rivulets around Markow's feet 
planted firm on the jungle floor. I squinted in the rain. Already Markow was 
indistinct standing there as the rain slanted down. 

"Just step off and die," I whispered into the storm. 
"Haggori! Haggori!" He was screaming in the rain. His voice followed me for a 

long ways until the jungle swallowed it and I caught my column. We settled into 
the slow march home, a rhythm. And it was only broken once by a faint sound 
like a muffled explosion alone back there in the jungle. 

Participate in a study of perception conducted by 
Educational Testing Service. Participation re
quires : 1. A group session for about one hour. 
2. An individual session for about 15 minutes. 
Both sessions will be scheduled at Trenton State 
College during the next two weeks. 
We will pay you five dollars for completing both 

Call any weekday no later than May 7 at 921-
9000 ext 2540, between 9 am and noon, or 1 pm 
and 4 pm. We will give details about times and 
places for both sessions. Please have your social 
security number ready when you call. 
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By Ken Stromberg 

Blue shades of laughter permeate the poster infested walls as I sit in my amniot
ic sac. A party. Yes, that must be it. "They" are having one of their parties again. 
I wonder if they are having fun? Oh, but surely they must be - I mean with all 
that alcohol flowing like water through a dam, how could they help but have fun? 
Am I having fun? That's debateable. The positive side of the debate has me -
Darrell Oliver Avery IV: smoking a joint, drinking Peppermint Schapps and listening 
to good music. Safe and sound inside my sac. On the negative side you have 
"them", my parents, Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Oliver Avery III (quite impressive, 
right?). 

"He stays up in his room all night doing and smoking God-knows-what and listen
ing to that faggo music of his. That boy can't be happy, can he, Martha? Or 
normal, for that matter. We are going to have to do something about that boy of 
yours, Martha." 

"Yes, dear." 
My bedroom door cries, for help as Darrell Oliver Avery III detains my excursion 

from this plastic fantastic globe with his assault upon my door's virginity. But 1 am 
too slow to act. Sounding the alarm of my door's lost virtue, "faggo" music from 
the heavens and country music from the fiery pits below interwine into a 
cacaphony of sound. My father stands before me, sweaty muscles bulging, smiling 
from ear to ear. (How does a sixty year old desk sitting exective stay in such 
good shape? Must be silicone shots.) 

But his bright smile sets quickly as he speaks, "W-Wow, son, how de hell can ya 
hear up hear wit dat der faggo music blastin'? Youse is gonna bust ya eardrum, or 
somethin'. Heh, heh. I'm jus' kiddin', son. Wh-Why don't ya come down fer a few 
drinks or somethin', if ya know what I mean." I say nothing. "Ok, ya don't know 
what I mean do ya? W-Well, let ya ol' man spill, I mean spell out what he means. 
Heh, heh. Ya see, son, there's the boss' daughter down there and she's all alone. 
Git the picture? She's a fine piece of ass, son, and I'd have her fer myself 'cept fer 
ya ol' lady. Heh, heh. Jus' kiddin'. Ya coming?" I am silent, "alright, you goddam 
little faggot, be like that! But I swear I'm gonna have your head examined!" 

The cause of my feeble existence bolts out of my Garden of Eden as I carefully 
mend my door's psychological wounds. I siphon fuel into my bloodstream, beginning 
the trip my father interrupted. The life giving impluses from my stero thump 
louder and louder as each lyric and note massage every cell of my body: 

"But I'm just a poor boy and nobody loves me 
He's just a poor boy from a poor family-
Spare him his life from this monstrosity." 
My mother and father sit at the kitchen table. My mother's frail but still lovely 

countance does not glow as usual but is dark and gloomy. My father's face always 
has the steady poise of an ageless stoic. 

"Martha, like it or not, we must face the reality of the situation." 
"But, Darrell, can't we wait?" 
"Wait!? Wait for what? Wait till he goes completely nuts? I'm telling you, 

Martha, the kid needs professional help." 
"But-but he's only a child!" 
"Damn straight he's only a child. Don't you see this is the time to help the kid! 

I'm telling you, Martha, if we don't help him now, in another six years w! 
twenty-one, he'll be in the looney bin! Now, you don't want that, now 
Martha?" 

"Well, I suppose you know what's best, Darrell!" 
"You know I do, Martha. Besides, this way we'll prevent him from 

fifty year old fag!" 
The musical impluses beat softly against the pores of my skin: 
"Is this the real life 
Is this just fantasy 
Caught in a landslide 
No escape from- . reality 
Open your eyes 
Look up to the skies and see 
I'm just a poor boy, I need no sympathy." 
Two bodies lay physically and spiritually entwind on the beach. The coarse wb 

sand makes a vain attempt to hinder these two bodies from fulfilling what se t 
to them to be a life long commitment. In the backround the life giving imp!:-
reach a cresendo: 

"Oh, children of the land 
Love is still the answer take my hand 
The vision fades, a voice I hear-
'Listen to the Madman!' " 
We walk hand in hand into the house of worship. The father greets us aswes: 

down on the Castro Convertible. 
"Father, forgive me. I really don't know how to say this except to come nr.: 

out and say it. Father, Mary is pregnant with my child." 
Our hands are still clasped as I gain added confidence from the warmth of h er 

body. My father is silent. I look deep into his eyes for any sign of a respoi> 
There is none. 

"Dad, we love each other very much and wish to be married." 
My father is still: silent as his stoic expression remains unchanged. 
"I had hoped to have your blessing, Dad, but with it or without it, we inten d: 

marry." 
My father rises slowly and walks deliberately into the kitchen where my mo ll

is preparing the meal. 
On the Castro Convertible, the two bodies still touch as the father's voice p er 

meates their amniotic sac. 
"Martha, he did it! He did it! Mary's pregnant!" 
"Oh my God..." 
"That's right, we can rest in peace, now. Our boy is normal. It took hie 

twenty-five years, but I always knew he would turn out all right." 

The poisonous sounds of the party below slowly kills the life sustaining 
as they float away: 

"Good-bye, Everybody-I've got to go 
Gotta leave you all behind and face the truth-
Mamma, I don't wanna die 
I sometimes wish I'd never been born at all." 

First Place Second Place 
Trudging through life, you know 
Shooting baskets with a medicine ball 
Swinging ping pong paddles for tennis £ 
Which reminds me of my dentist 
Used a jackhammer on my tooth, the other day 
And today, my bank refused to take a deposit 

T R 
Somebody's screwing around with a rubberband 
The whole world's a bit twisted, but I'm OK 
Are they all drunk or always this way 

Oh boy! I rhymed, now I'm committed 
I don't want to be forced, fall into a rut 
Like trudging through life, you know 

David Soffer 
First Place Winner 

WINNERS 
Third Place 

I told you how I felt 
and you had nothing 
to say, 

So I threw an egg 
of emotion 
in your face, 
but you still 
had nothing to say. 

You picked up the shells, 
and wiped away the mess. 

I walked out 
and slammed the door behind me, 

But I should have shoved your face 
in a frying pan 
and cooked it! 

Marciana Derrico 
Second Place Winner 

LITERARY CONTEST WINNERS 

Poetry 

First place David Soffer 
Second place Marciana Derrico 
Third place Lisa Tplly 
Honorable Mention Louis Georgino 

Short Story 

First Place Judity Donini 
Second place Caroline Pierce 
Third place Michael Dessoye 
Honorable Mention Uen Stromberg 

[Editors Note: The Signal would like to thank members 
of the English faculty who were judges of the Literary 
Contest. First, second, and third place winners can pick 
up their prize money in the Signal office in the 
basement of Ely Dormitory.] 

SNUGGLING 

I can remember clearly now the day. 
When my sister Alice had this to say, Honorable Mention 
Don't cross this line, 
You'll be on my side of the bed, 
I mean it, 
I can smash whatever comes on my side. 

Dad had taught us how to snuggle up at night, 
It felt so good with Alice, big, warm and tight, 

It completely took the woman out of you 
and made you into a child. 

But then that night she wanted privacy 
Come on Alice, it's just me, just me, just me. 

Ripping away your soul 
like a wind can rip away a sail. 

Get on your own side, 
I'm going to sleep now, leave me alone, 
I can feel it even if your little finger crosses the line, 
I'm watching you, 
I'm listening, 

In all that I cared for 
became a child crying in a loved ones arms. 

Lou Giorgino 
Honorable Mention 

So, I cried and turned my back, and lay there cold, 
Till Alice fell asleep, then I took hold. 

Lisa Tully 
Third Place Winner 

I wrote this poem after a girl I knew had c° 
with a kidney ailment, and I had seen ner 
carried away crying in someones arms. 
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ALL G RADUATING ST UDENTS MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS REQUIRED MEETING 

In order to obtain caps and gowns for graduation, all 
:nancial obligations due to the College must be paid. 
These obligations include Security, Housing, Library, 
Bookstore, etc. To be sure you are cleared in time, 
.nese payments should be made to the appropriate 
office no later than May 14. 

SUMMER SC HOOL 

Students who wish to enroll for summer courses at 
iny college OTHER than Trenton State, should obtain 
prior authorization from the Office of Academic Advise
ment & Evaluation, Green Hall 106. Bring with you the 
summer bulletin of the college you wish to attend. 

DEBORAH DAY 

Dr. Morton Shenker's Public Relations class is spon
ging a day of fund-raising to support the continued 
research and medical services for Deborah Hospital, one 
of the nation's outstanding cardiopulmonary centers. 
ISC President, Dr. Clayton Brower has declared Wed. 
May 12th as Deborah Day. The following events will 
••cur: 10-2 p.m.- jewelry sale in the Hub, 8 p.m.-
roncert, Cops-Shoo-Bops in Phelps. 
For more information, contact Don Berry, at the 

•ignal (ext. 2424). 
THE UNRECOGNIZED DILEMMA 

Mr. Herbert Foster, author of the book, Ribbin,' 
Jivin,' Playin' the Dozens: The Unrecognized Dilemma 
d In ner-City Schools, will be on campus the evening of 
May 12 at 8 p.m. in EB 134. 

For further information, contact Gary Oakley at 
171-2528. 

NEED A BREAK 

Relax...experience...feel...Unbog your boggled mind at 
M Mult\-M.ed\a experience in EB 102 on Wednesday, 
May 12 and Thursday, May 20, from 5:15-7:15 p.m. 

It will only take 10 minutes to ease yourself. 
PHOTO DISPLAY 

Photographs by Michael Butkus Jr., a student, is on 
iisplay at the library, main entrance. The photos are of 
TSC from 1972 to 1976. Come over and remember the 
?ood old days." 

SFB 

Senior Class Reps. Run off election, Thursday in the 
:ub. 10-2. I.D. required. Tom Petrullo vs. Cliff Sobol. 
ote Thursday. 

VIDEO TAPE COPIES 

Students who have had Television Production courses 
nth Ken Kaplowitz in the last two semesters may 
Jurchase 1/2 inch video tape copies of their work. 
Jditing will take place Tuesday, May 18th between 3 
uid 7 p.m. Please contact the secretary at 771-2318 to 
Jgn up. 

COMMENCEMENT 

A recorded message about commencement and 
immencement procedures can be reached on 771-2103, 
1 hours daily until Commencement Day, which is 
•ednesday, May 26. Candidates for graduate degrees 
;ould call the Graduate Office at 771-2111. 

TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT 

Transatlantic flight: from New York to Paris and 
•.urn from Brussels. Dates: June 24 and August 18. 
«t; $360.00. More information call Dr. Peter Winkel-
tt. 2366- HH 366. 

TEACHER'S CENTER II 

This summer, The College Store will sponsor-
EACHER'S CENTER II"- it's second annual 
mentary instructional materials exhibit. The exhibit 
1 be held in the ground floor lobby of the educa-
lal lobby of the educational classroom building on 
n./Tues., June 28 and June 29. The hours for both 
's are 9 a.m.-3 p.m. and 5 p.m.- 7:30 p.m. in the 

^presented at the exhibit will be the products of 
20 companies who specialize in books and materials 
aid the elementary and junior high teacher All 

terials at the exhibit will be for sale and it will be 
excellent opportunity to examine and/or purchase a 

•iety of items that are hard to find elsewhere, 
eryone is welcome to stop by. Refreshments will be 

It is especially important to send a "Publication 
Card" to each newspaper and/or magazine you 
subscribe to as soon as you know your summer 
address. It is necessary to include an old address label 
from each publication to which you subscribe. Early 
notification is essential since it frequently takes 4-6 
weeks for a publisher to process the change. 

Magazines received after classes end will be held 
until September: newspapers will not be saved. 
However, you may personally pick up the magazines 
during the summer, if you wish. 

The mail department will not be held responsible for 
lost magazines in the event you do not notify the 
publishers of address changes. 

BE A SUMMER VOLUNTEER 

Over thirty (30) community agencies in the Trenton 
area desperately need volunteers this summer to help 
them in their programs. During July and August, if 
you can give a few hours at least once a week, you 
can be a day camp counselor...a tutor...an aide for 
handicapped children...a sports coach...crafts or music 
teacher...museum aide...the list goes on and on! Being a 
volunteer is not only fun, but it's a terrific way to gain 
job experience for your own future career. 

Come talk to VAC (VOLUNTARY ACTION 
CENTER) representatives on Friday, May 14 at 9 
a.m.-12 noon in Room 122, Green Hall; or call VAC at 
394-1161. 

Your interests and talents can be matched to a 
volunteer job for the summer. You'll have the satisfac
tion of helping others, and you'll have a rewarding 
experience. 

PHOTO EXHIBIT 

Ken Kaplowitz (Media Communication Science) is 
presently exhibiting his photographs as part of the 
Princeton Art Association Photography Exhibition at 
the Princeton branch of the New Jersey National Bank. 

Ken's photographs are in color and depict the life 
style of the Guatemalan people just 10 days prior to 
the earthquake disaster this past winter. 

These photographs will be on exhibition from now 
until June 1st during banking hours. 

FIRST CLASS MAIL 

All first class mail received during the summer will 
automatically be forwarded to the home address listed 
in the student telephone directory unless the mailroom 
is otherwise notified. 

PRE LAW SOCIETY 

All students interested in going to law school or 
careers in the legal professional are invited to attend 
Trenton State College's Pre-Law Society meeting on 
May 11th at 3 p.m. in HH 126. There will be a panel 
of seniors who have applied to Law Schools and they 
will give advice concerning grades, LSAT's and 
admissions. Call Dr. Fair, 771-2180 for further 
information. 

All secondary education majors (English, Speech & 
Theatre, History, Political Science, Sociology, 
Geography, Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Math) who will 
student teach during the 1976-77 academic year, will 
meet on Wednesday, May 12 at 3 p.m. in EB 130. 

CO-OP 

Co-op is seeking applicants, especially H.P.E.R., for a 
variety of positions at Schiff Scout Reservation, 
Mendham, Nj- (BSA) for the summer and/or fall, 1976. 
Approx. starting salary $2.30/hr. plus room and board. 
Interested students should sign up in 367 HH. 

ALLIANCE THEATRE COMPANY 

. .J?°~op seeking qualified applicants for positions with 
Alliance Theatre Company of Atlanta, Ga. to work as 
technical apprentices during the Spring, f977. 
Interested students can get an early jump on 
applications by coming to 367 HH. 

THE KENNEDY LIBRARY 

The Kennedy Library Seminar will be offered June 
28-July 23, 1976 at Waltham, Mass. Students use 
materials in the John F. Kennedy presidential library, 
hear speakers from the Kennedy administration and 
attend seminars on the Kennedy presidency. Six credits 
in Political Science or History may be earned by 
graduate students and eligible juniors and seniors. 
Contact Marianna Sullivan, Political Science Depart
ment, Bliss Hall, 312 for more information. 

NIGHT COMMUTERS 

We would just like to inform you that you are able 
to park in the teacher's parking area (including the 
area behind Crowell Hall and the area beside Centen
nial dorms) after 7 p.m. You can also park anywhere 
on campus where legal parking spaces are available 
after 8 p.m. You can park in these areas without 
receiving a ticket! So don't walk to and from the far 
parking lot, park closer where it's safer! 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 

Tutors needed for neurologically impaired children at 
a nearby public school. Tutoring in math, social studies, 
reading, etc. will be on a one-to-one basis with child 
under teacher's supervision. Needed 2-3 hours, at least 
one day per week. Available times may be fit in 
Monday thru Friday, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Transportation 
can be provided by the college on Tuesdays and 
Wednesdays. If you've got a few hours to spare, 
contact V.A.C. on Campus, Room 122, Green Hall, • 
Monday or Wednesday afternoons. 

FADED PARKING PERMITS 

It has been noted that the ink used to record data 
on many temporary parking Dermits has faded and are 
no longer legible. Personnel „in possession of faded 
temporary permits are requested "to turn them in~at 
the Security Office and obtain new ones. 

RIDE OFFERD 

To the Paul McCartney 
Concert on May 12th in 
Phila. I can take three 
people who will help share 
gas expenses. Call Sandy 
at 882-3641. 

APT. SALE 

Everything must go! 
CHEAP furniture, dishes, 
etc., call 215-736-0886 
anytime or come on May 
10-14, B-ll Sweetbriar 
Apts., Morrisville, Pa. 

PHOTOS 

Wedding Photo Special. 
100 color photos, $169. 
Call Stuber's, 737-2362. 

WANTED 

Two females to share 
apartment in Morrisviile-
Call Amy or Diane at 
215-295-1485. 

WANTED 

Looking for one room
mate to share apt. Will 
have private room. June 
July and August. Call 
jan, 695-66%. 

APT. FOR RENT 

June-Aug. Two people 
to share one bedroom in a 
two bedroom apt. Kitchen, 
living room, study, bath. 
$55./month utilities 
included. Call Sandy at 
882-3641. 

LOST 

An Omron Calculator on 
the steps between Allen 
and Brewster. If found, 
please call Joanne. Ext. 
2041. Reward. 

LOST 

A gold wedding band 
with a silver strip in the 
front. No inscription 
inside. Also a silver 
bracelet with initials 
T.A.M. on front. Were 
lost in Gymnastic Gym 
three weeks ago. PLEASE 
call Tom collect, [201] 
679-4639 or contact Mr. 
Williams, gymnastic coach, 
Packer Hall. 

FOR SALE 

One Hollywood twin 
bed. Includes mattress, 
boxspring, headboard. 
$15.00 or best offer. Call 
882-3641. 

LOST 

Gold digital watch, red 
face, between Holman Hall 
and Cromwell. Sentimental 
value, reward offered. Call 
Gloria 883-2006. 

FOR SALE 

Apt. Furniture: Kitchen 
set, dishes, sofa, chairs, 
desk. Must go, cheap. Call 
771-9463. Ask for Wendy. 
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Sports Profile 

TSC's Trainer-Joseph Camillone 
By Richard Matwes 

Injuries in sports are as important as 
the players, coaches, and equipment 
used in an athletic program. Therefore 
one of the most important men on a 
college campus is the athletic trainer. 

But he does not get the publicity that 
a coach does so he is not widely known 
throughout the college community. 

The trainer here at TSC is Joseph 
Camillone. He is a graduate of Findlay 
College in Ohio with a Bachelor of Arts 
degree in Health and Physical 
Education. 

He was a student-trainer at Findlay 
for three years and then moved on to 
Eastern Michigan as a graduate 
assistant in athletic training for one 
year. 

He taught Health at Cedar Ridge 
High School in Madison Township for 
four years. 

He is also a member of the Eastern 
Athletic Trainers Association, the 
American College of Sports Medicine 
and is certified by the National Athletic 
Trainers Association. He has been at 
Trenton State for the past three years. 
His main job as head trainer here at 
Trenton is to administer daily treatment 
to injured athletes. 

He also works closely with the 
infirmary in giving treatment and 
referrals to both men and women. 

Said Cammillone, "Many people do not 
realize it but the training room is for 
women as well as men." "A trainer does 
not stay in the training room all day as 
we have to cover all home varsity 

events and we try to cover as many 
away games as possible.'" The "we" 
refers to two graduate assistants and 
six students that help w'ltn coverage. 

He added, "Our facilities here at TSC 
are adequate for this conference. But it 
is as good as anyone else's in the 
conference. We have a whirlpool bath, 
hydroculator and ultra sound machine 
that we use a great deal." 

The image of a trainer has always 
been of a fat guy in a sweatshirt with 
a cigar in his mouth and a towel draped 
over his shoulder while walking around 
looking for something to do. But the 
modern trainer's job has become much 
more scientific in nature. 

"There has been a change in the 
method of treatment used in the last 
few years. We are trying to institute a 
new method of treatment called 
cryotherpay. This method involves the 
use of cold packs and exercise, rather 
than use the whirlpool or an analgesic 
pack," said Camillone. 

The sport with the highest incidence 
of injury is football. The most common 
injury that he sees is a sprained ankle. 

"In the treatment of a sprained ankle, 
I would treat it with ice and then 
exercise rather than use a whirlpool 
because ice will increase the circulation 
better than most forms of heat," he 
said. 

Exercise also will increase the 
circulation better than any analgesic 
would. But the problem lies with the 
doctor and other people who have 
always used the heat method and don't 

Plie Fan's Journal 

Violent Sports 
By Dean A. Goettsch 

If you've been following your Trenton 
State activities schedule, you're probably 
aware that the flick, Rollerball was here 
this weekend. 

Rollerball represents the futuristic 
marriage of professional sports, and 
brutal violence. 

Sure, the film itself is a mocked up, 
exaggerated, story which over 
emphasizes brutality to create "the 
ultimate of games" but with the current 
direction in which some sports are 
heading, can "Rollerball" be that much 
further in the future? 

During the past two weeks, Newark 
Star-Ledger columnist Jerry Izenberg 
has been doing a feature on violence in 
sports. In his report. Izenberg arrived 
at a paradoxical conclusion, namely, we 
the fans are the cause of the majority 
of the violence in professional sport. 
Don't laugh, Jerry hit the nail right on 
the head. 

The Philadelphia Flyers loved or 
hated by everyone. Their enemies claim 
that the Flyers can't play good, tough 
hockey, only that they can fight, push 
and shove. 

Their loving fans say that the other 
teams can't take it-they're not 
nicknamed the "Broad Street Bullies" 
for nothing. 

All of this really doesn't matter. What 
does matter is when a Flyer has a fight 
in the Spectrum. 

All of the Flyer's fans stand on their 
seats and chant "Kill em" at the top of 
their lungs. They are screaming for 
pure brutal violence. 

Nineteen thousand fans are being 
represented behind every punch that a 
Flyer throws. When a Flyer is re-arran-
ing a man's face, the volume of the 
screams doubles as the fans go 
crazy-they love every minute (or should 
I say punch) of it. 

They are screaming for violence. 
What would really be interesting is if a 
player was actually beaten to death on 
the ice, what would the fans do then? 

Go to a New York City bar some 
Sunday afternoon next year in the 
middle of November. The N.Y. Jets are 
on television. Broadway Joe (Namath) is 
finally going to play after a large 
contract dispute in that he wanted to 
nlav for the Los Angeles Rams but 

didn't get traded. 
Can you imagine what the semi-sober 

fans in that bar are saying? "I hope 
they break his God damn neck!" That 
miserable S.O.B. Come on Mean Joe 
Green! Finish off those knees once and 
for all!" 

All rieht, you don't have to like 
Namath or any other player or team for 
that matter but how do you think 
violence in sports got started? What 
would be the fan's reaction if another 
team bought Dave Schultz? They would 
probably jump for joy because now they 
had a "tough guy" who doesn't take any 
shit from anyone. 

The big argument today is the ques
tion of a league's officiating. Why aren't 
they controlling these games in a more 
rigid manner? Why aren't they 
preventing these violent fights and 
strictly handling the game by the 
rulebook? Why don't they issue more 
penalties and throw more people out of 
games? 

Why should they? If a crowd is 
fanatical enough and angry enough, 
anything could happen to an official if 
he makes an unpopular decision. In! 
Spain and South America, it wasn't un
common for the crowd to storm the 
field and kill an official who made a 
"bad call." 

What about the official at the Minne
sota Viking-Dallas Cowboy football 
game? When Drew Pearson caught the 
winning touchdown in the last few 
seconds, a whiskey bottle was hurled 
from the stands and struck the official 
in the head. He was knocked uncon
scious and required hospitalization. 

Ask an official how many times that 
he's had his life threatened. The list 
goes on and one. 

What's going to be done? How are we 
going to breed new athletes with the 
proper attitudes for future Olympics and 
other sports? All of our teams are 
geared to WIN, WIN, WIN! Victory at 
any cost! Winning is not a sometime 
thing, it's the only thing! Play with 
reckless abandon! 

Maybe we should think back to 
another aspect of the game which we 
all learned the first time we ever 
played Little League baseball: sports
manship. If we use a bit of sportsman
ship in the future, many a tragic 
accident might be avoided. 

want to change. 
It's a radical type of change and it 

will take some time before it catches 
on as an accepted way of treatment," 
he added. 

Camillone says he takes great pride in 
his work and enjoys it very much. "I 
like it because it's related to athletics 
and I like dealing with athletes because 
I think they are the backbone of this 
campus. 

It is rewarding when you see 
somebody playing who didn't think they 
could, but because of the treatment 
given to them they are able to perform 
more than adequately," he said. 

Another facet of the job is that the 
trainer does not receive as much 
constant pressure as a coach does. But 
as a result, he doesn't get the publicity 
afforded to the coaches. 

The trainers job entails more 
responsibility than most people think. 
"People are led to believe that the 
bigger the school the harder the 
trainer's job becomes," said Cammilone. 

It is just the opposite, with a big 
school you have a doctor and a trainer 
at all varsity events plus you have a 
much larger budget to work with. 

Whereas with a smaller school, it 
employs a smaller staff and has to get 
by on a smaller budget," he said. 

The training room is not a dreary 
place to go as evidenced by the heart-

Joe Camillone. 
Photo by R ich fa,, 

warming voice of Frank Sinatra co aag 
out of the stereo system. As Ca mnfce 
says, "It makes the place a pleasar. te 
to work in." 

As far as the future is contend, 
Camillone remarked, "I hope to recrat 
more students to work as student 
trainers, which could help them o n ' .-ex 
way to becoming a certified atfcc 
trainer." 

To the athletes of Trenton State 
College: You're in good hands with J oe 
Camillone. 

Lion's Baseball 

Still "Feast or Famine JJ 

By Dean A. Goettsch 

The Trenton State 
varsity baseball team split 
their two games this week 
by dropping an 8-4 deci
sion to West Chester 
State College and ending 
the week with a solid 8-2 
victory over the Gothics 
of Jersey City State. 

On Moday, the Lions 
behind the pitching of 
Jack Mahar, lost an 8-4 
decision to West Chester 
State College. The Lions 
amassed 11 hits, one of 
those a double by Senior 
Paul Fanella. 

West Chester State 
collected eight hits and 10 
walks. 

After the game, Coach 
Gary Hindley commented, 
"I was a bit angry at the 
pitchers. We want the 
opposition to earn those 
bases rather than get a 
"free ride" on a walk." 

On the same note, the 
Lions didn't commit a 
single error during the 
entire game. "I was quite 
pleased with out defensive 
play which had been 
eratic in the past," 
Hindley said. The Lions 
had been hurt by infield 

errors in the past but 
seem to have plugged the 
holes. 

Tuesday's game against 
Jersey City State yielded 
better results as the Lions 
came away with an 8-2 
victory behind the 
pitching of staff ace, Bob 
Jester. 

Jester allowed eight hits 
while striking out seven 
batters. The game was 
played in a strong wind 
blowing from right to left 
which seemed to both 
Jester. 

"I never pitch well in 
this park," he said. "My 
pitches weren't sharp at 
all. I throw a slider which 
breaks away from a 
batter. With this strong 
wind, the pitch is blown 
in towards the batter-the 
result is nothing more 
than a slow fastball." 

From the stands, Jester 
looked sharp and handcuf
fed, the Gothics through
out the majority of the 
game. 

The game was highlight
ed by freshmen Mark 
Grogg and Ron Quacqur-
ini. Grogg went 3 for 4 
with one RBI while Quac-
qurini looked sharp both 
at bat and behind the 

was 
our 
Grogg. 
the rest 

plate. He suffered in 
early injury by a foul ball 
but maganged to stay ia 
the game. 

Offensively, he went J 
for 2 and drew two w ait. 
Quacqurini also drove i» 
two RBI's and threw out 
.one runner attempting » 
steal. 

After this game, coacr 
Hindley made a few wo re 
favorable comments. I 

pleased 
victory today. 
Quacqurini, and 

me rest of the team 
really played well This a 
the bottom stretch for us. 
and this team is not go ing 
to use youth as an exc u> 
for poor play. 

I don't expect any 
freshman mistakes 1*° 
our first year pl»«« 
have seen enough act. 
already. I don't consider 
them freshmen, rather 
consider thern^ va -• • 
baseball players." 

The Lions are 
12-14 with a 5-5 rec ordI • 
the conference. . 

sharp looked looneu r w 
Jersey City but Tren 
will need a strong 
stretch in the re ' ^ 
games of the season 
finish well. 

Senior Paul Fanella ropes a double in Trenton's 8-4 loss to West Chester 

Photo by R id1 



team which ran a winning 
pace in 43.6. 

John Marley also put in 
a strong showing for 
Trenton. For the second 
time this eason Marley 
broke the team record in 
the three mile, his time 
being 14:28.2. Previously 
Marley had run the mile 
and won the event with a 
new conference record of 
4:16.4. 

Also running the mile 
was Buddy Walton in 
fourth with a time of 
4:33.4. 

Joe DeLuise broke two 
conference records in both 
the shot put and the 
discus. Deluise threw the 
shot 55 feet 2 inches, and 
the discus 159 feet, 4 
inches, which earned his 
two firsts. 

Bill Roe and Lou Boscia 
accompanied their co-can-

Photo by Matt Zell 
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tain in the shot with an(j won ^j,e 440 inter up
heaves of 50 feet 2 1/2 diate hurdles in 56.4. 
inches for second and 47 Freshman Tom 
leet 2 inches for fifth Dougherty showed his 
respectively. 1 a 

Other Lions in the 
discus were Tom 
Krudeweg with a second 
at 133 feet 8 inches, Bill 
Roe throwing 127 feet, 5 
inches for third, and 
Harold Morris in fifth 
with a throw of 111 feet 
4 inches. 

In the javelin, Mark 
Mirabelli equalled his 
team record and broke 
the conference record with 
a chuck of 220 feet. Joe 
Kourv also placed for 
Trento at 143 feet 4 
inches. 

Otha Miller tied the 
team record and broke 
the conference record in 
the 120 hurdles. Miller's 
time of 14.3 also earned 
him a first place while 
Lennon Register took 
second at 14.7. 

Lennon Register later 
came back to the track 

potential by taking a third 
in the 880 at 1:57.9. 

Dougherty later joined 
the ranks of Lennon 
Register, Paul Leestma, 
and Rich Cook to 
complete the mile relay. 
They took third for 
Trenton in 3:29.5. 

Mike Davis cleared 6 
feet 4 inches in the high 
jump for a fifth place. A 
third was gained by Tony 
Genovesi in the triple 
jump at 42 feet 9 inches. 

Earlier in the week, 
John Marley and Buddy 
Walton broke team 
records at the CTC Track 
and Field Championships. 
Marley ran a 15:14 in the 
5,000 meret run and 
Walton completed the 
3,000 meter steeplechase 
in 9:29.9. 
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Jacob Holcombe, veteran 
coach and administrator at 
Hunterdon Central High 
School, will receive the 
annual Alumni Athletic 
Award at Trenton State 
College during the TSC 
Men's Athletic Association 
Banquet on May 12th. 

A 1952 graduate of 
Trenton State, Holcombe 
earned eight varisty 
letters in football and 
baseball. He was captain 
of both teams during his 
senior year and he 
received the Leon 
Emmons Award, now 
known as the Varsity T 
Award for outstanding 
athletic accomplishment 
during his four years at 
Trenton State. 

Holcombe played 
semi-pro baseball for more 
than 25 years while teach
ing and coaching on the 
high school level. He has 
taught at Flemington High 
School from 1952 to 1956 

and at Hunterdon Central 
High School until 1965 
when he became chairman 
of the Health and Physcial 
Education Department. 
Holcombe earned a 
masters degree at Trenton 
State Colege in 1970. 

As head football coach 
at Hunterdon Contral 
High School from 1956-59, 
Holcombe coached Gerhard 
Schwedes who later was 
captain of the Syracuse 
University football team 
when that squad was 
ranked numbed one in the 
nation. 

Holcombe has served as 
varsity baseball coach 
since 1964. He was 
honored as Coach of the 
Year by the Plainfield 
Courier News in 1970 and 
he received the N.J. 
Interscholastic Coaches 
Association Award in 
1969. His teams have 
been Hunterdon County 
Champions six times. 

WIU Big Beer Drinkers 
(CPS)--Western Illinois 
niversity proved itself one 

>f the top beer drinking 
ichools in the country by 
vinning the Miller Brewing 
Company's Scholarship con-
est. 

Western won the $1000 
cholarship by collecting 

more Miller's can,bottles, 
and keg stickers per student 
than any of the 20 schools in 
the ocntest. 

The scholarship idea 
was brewed by Miller as 
an experiment to boost 
the participation in their 
reclamation program on 
college campuses. 

Holcombe is a former 
president of the 
Lambertville Rotary Club, 
and has been a member 
of the Lambertville Board 
of Education since 1966. 

Holcombe was Vice 
President in 1974-75 and 
currently serves as 
president. 

In citing Holcombe as 
this year's award 
recipient. Roy VanNess, 
director of Athletics at 
TSC, said the athletic 
award is presented 
annually to a graudate 
who has maintained a 
personal interest in the 
TSC athletic program 
while building a career as 
coach, educator, and com
munity leader. 

Previous recipients of 
the Trenton State Athletic 
Award have been Pete 
Dileo, retired baseball and 
basketball official, John 
Beake, now assistant 
coach for the New Orleans 
Saints; Herb Lorenz, in
ternational distance 
runner: Edward Sutterley, 
district supervisor of 
health and physical 
education in the West 
Morris (NJ) schools dis
trict; Nicholas Gusz, ath
letic director at Lawrence-
ville School; Irwin Weiss, 
veteran U.S. Olympic 
Team official and former 
track coach; and William 
Hausdoerffer, college pro
fessor and former 
collegiate coach. 

The Trivia Chest 
By Dean A. Goettsch 

As the school year rapidly approaches 
its end, the trivia buffs are really going 
to have to get going and answer all ten 
questions correctly. In your hourglass, 
the sands are silently slipping away. 

1. Who was nicknamed "The Old 
Mongoose"? 

2. What is the name of the famous 
Kansas City baseball team which played 
in the All-Negro Baseball League? 
Hint-Cool Papa Bell and Satchel Page 
both played for this team. 

3. What college did America's "Pride 
in the Mile" man, Jim Ryan attend? 

4. Who was the final man that Don 
Larson struck out in his legendary 
no-hit World Series game? 

5. Speaking of the Yankees, name all 
of the New York Yankees who've had 
their numbers retired and what 
number they were. 

6. What number did legendary Green 
Bay Packer Don Hutson wear? 

7. Who is currently the Manager of 
the Minnesota Twins? 

8. Back in his prime, nobody would 
have ever believed that Willie Mays 
could be traded. Who did the N.Y. Mets 
trade to obtain this soon to be Hall-of-
Famer? 

9. In 1939, this American won the 
Davis Cup tennis match defeating John 

Bromwich (Australia) 6-4, 6-0, 7-5. Who 
is he? 

10. Who is the only person to ever 
appear in both a NBA championship 
game and a Superbowl? 

SCORING 

9-10 finally made it 
7-8 cruising 
5-6 by the skin of your teeth 
0-4 give it up 

ANSWERS 

1. Archie Moore 
2. Kansas City Monarchs 
3. Kansas 
4. Dale Mitchell 
.5. Six 

3-Babe Ruth 
4-Lou Gehrig 
5-Joe DiMaggio 
7.Mickey Mantle 
16-Whitey Ford 
37,-Casey Stengel 

7. Gene Mauch 
8. Charlie Williams (pitcher) 
9. Bobby Riggs 
10. Bud Grant (Minneapolis Lakers, 
Minnesota Vikings) 

mi % 
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TSC's Keith Taylor Takes Top Awards 

Alumni Award Will Go 
To Huterdon Coach 

By Jill Case 

The men's track team 
set several new team and 
conference records at the 
NJSCAC meet this past 
Saturday. Lien Keith 
TavW received the ton 
honor of the Patrick 
Pfizenmayer Memorial 
Trophy as the most 
outstanding athlete. 

Taylor earned this 
award by several 
outstanding performances, 
namely four firsts. 

Taylor won the 100 in 
9.7, the 220 in 22.1, the 
long jump at 22 feet, 9 
inches, and anchored the 
440 relay. His time in the 
100 also set a new 
conference record. 

Lennon Register. Rich 
Cook, and Otha Miller 
completed the 400 relay 

Last week, the men also 
participated in the N.J. 
College Meet. Lennon 
Register took fifth in the 
120 hurdles at 15.1 and 
third in the 440 
intermediate hurdles in 
56.2. 

In the discus, Joe 
DeLuise placed third with 
a sling of 157 feet 2 
inches. DeLuise also thew 
a 54 feet 1 1/2 inch to 
snatch second in the shot 
put. Close behind at 51 
feet 3 1/4 inches was Bill 
Roe in fourth. 

The only first was 
speared by Mark Mirabelli 
in tne javelin. His throw 
was measured at 215 feet 
6 inches. 

In the mile, J ohn 
Marley placed fourth with 
a time of 4:17.2. 
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Women Celebrate 
NJAIAW W in With 

A Little B ubbly 
By Jill Case 

The women's track and 
field team celebrated their 
NJAIAW win this past 
Saturday by drinking cham
pagne from their newly 
aquired CUD. 

Running up a total of 136 
points the Lionettes out 
scored Montclair State with 
132, Rutgers University 
with 119, William Patterson 
with 45, Princeton with 32, 
and Jersey City State with 
17. 

The weight crew set the 
track spinning at 9 o'clock. 
In the discus Patti Hinz, 
Helen Hintz, and Cheryl 
Matley threw 108 feet, 107 
feet 7 inches and 101 feet 3 
inches respectively and 
swept fourth, fifth and sixth 

Shot putters Val DeAn 
gelis and Lorna Bonarand 
kept the ball rolling by 
taking second and forth. 
DeAngelis threw 33 feet 11 
inches and Bonarand had a 
throw of 33 feet 3 inches. 

Kathy Leslie chucked the 
javelin 117 feet for a third 

place while Joanne Harvey 
speared fifth place with a 
distance of 106 feet 1 inch. 

Meanwhile, Lynn Handel 
acquired Trenton's initial 
first place by landing 16 feet 
5 V2 inches in the long jump. 
In the high jump Debbie 
Price, Lynn Handel, and Sue 
Emery gave Trenton a third, 
fourth and fifth. Price sailed 
over the bar at 4 feet 11 
inches while Handel cleared 
4 feet 6 inches and Emery 
cleared 4 feet 4 inches. 

Next the runners took 
over, beginning with the two 
mile where Erin O'Connor 
and Linda Latosek added a 
fourth and sixth to Trenton's 
tally. 

O'Connor completed her 
eight laps in 13:14.0 and 
Latisek finished at 13:28.6. 

The 440 relay team of 
Patti Hinz, Tiny Williams, 
Gail Ellison, and Amy 
Pfranger grabbed a second 
at 54.8. 

Next to place for Trenton 
were Sue Emery and Kim 
Dowd in the 100 meter 
hurdles. Emery was third in 
16.9 and Dowd finished at 

17.3 for fourth. 
Ed ye Hartmann became 

the second first placer when 
she ran the 440. A time of 
61.7 gave Hartman a medal 
and brought the Lionettes 
closer to their cup. 

Captain Patti Hinz suf
fered through false starts 
and nervousness to run 
11.65 in the 100. That time 
added a second place to 
Hinz's previously achieved 
second and fourth. 

Sophomore Jill Case 
broke her own record in the 
mile with a winning time of 
5:28.0. Adding to Case's first 
place was Pam Dor em us 
with a third 5:50.5. 

Another record fell in the 
400 meter hurdles. Both Kim 
Dowd and Patti Purcell 
broke the old record with 
times of 72.1 for a second 
and 76.0 for a fourth, 
respectively. 
Sprinting a 28.8, Gail 

Ellison came in fifth for the 
Lionettes in the 220. 

The events were running 
late so the men's and 
women's three mile races 
were combined. Despite the 
unusual competitors, Jill 
Case ran an 18:53.7 to set a 

Sue Zawaclzky is out ill front of teammates Jill Case and Pam Doremus a ; 
captured the New Jersey Women's Collegiate Track Meet. Photo by M ar • 

new record and pick up 
another first for the team. 

The final event was the 
mile relay. Kim Dowd, 

Joann Kinsey, Gwen, and 
Edye Hartmann kept the 
Lionettes ahead with 
second place 4:23.0. 

This Tuesday the 1 
will have ttheir last m et 
the season at Trenton 
events are to (to off at: 

Owls Downed In 
Although TSC did not 

fare as well as they 
expected in the recent 
Eastern Association of 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
for Women regional 
Softball tournament, the 
15 other college teams 
had high praise for the 

iMontclair Wins foniereuce 

Netmen Drop Final 2 
By Carol A. Corso 

The TSC men's tennis 
team ended their 76 season 
with a 7-3 record and two 
dissapointing losses, first to 
FDU/Madison and then to 
Montclair 6-3. 

The loss to Montclair 
Friday meant the conference 
title to Trenton since both 
teams were in first place 
with undefeated conference 
records. 

The Lion's hosted 
FDU/Madison on Thursday, 

»' V, 

and dropped the match by a 
5-4 decision. Ralph Shearer 
and Gary Tormollan, and 
Steve Rizzo provided singles 
wins for Trenton, while 
Dave Kapulsky teamed up 
with Gary Tormollan to take 
the only doubles victory. 

Steve Rizzo and A1 Poto-
sak made descent showings, 
even though they lost, going 
three sets apiece with their 
opponents. Head coach, Ed 
Brink, was pleased with the 
overall play of his team. 

"These guys have really 
come a long way," Brink 

K-f. 
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Dave Kapulsky [foreground] and teammate Gary Tor
mollan took the doubles honors against FDU/Madison. 

Photo by Mark Steinberg team.' 

said, "They've practiced 
hard and I'm proud of them." 

Brink, as well as the team 
members, said Montclair 
would be their toughest 
opposition for the season. 
This proved to be true, as 
Montclair over powered the 
Lions and won 6-3. Tren
ton's only wins came from 
Gary Tormollan and Ralph 
Shearer. They defeated Glen 
Dykstra and Ray Sollani, 
both in straight sets. 

A1 Potosak made a strong 
effort to come back and rally 
after splitting sets with 
Lance Wildstein; however, 
Potosnak's efforts were in 
vain as he lost the last set 
2-6. 

Trenton's number one 
man, Dave Kapulsky, ran 
into strong competition as 
he lost his 5th straight 
match of the season to Roerer 
Neill. 3-6. 3-6. 

Unlike some of his other 
matches, Kapulsky played 
exceptionally well, with 
game points at duece most of 
the match. Neill's game 
was too overpowering 
though, hitting strong base
line shots, forcing Kapulsky 
into making errors. 

"It's very disappointing 
losing the conference title," 
Brink said, "especially since 
the guys worked so hard. If 
the game depended upon 
improvement, we'd have 
them beat," he said. 

Improvement and deter
mination is the combination 
that provided the tennis 
team with their winning 
record this season, Brink 
said this is one of the best 
squads Trenton State has 
ever had as far as drive and 
determination is concerned. 

"These kids have made 
themselves; it's not like the 
women's team where you 
find skilled players prior to 
their playing here," Brink 
said. "Some of my players 
had never played the game 
before they joined the 

The overall improvement 
of the team was obvious 
when the results of this 
year's match against Mont
clair are compared to last 
year's. Both teams were 
basically the same when it 
came to returning players, 
but it was the scores that 
were compartively different. 

Last year, Trenton made a 
poor showing by losing most 
of it's matches to Montclair 
6-0. This year, however, the 
matches were much closer 
and in several instances, 
went three sets. 

Although Friday was the 
last match of the regular 
season, four players from 
the team travelled to Glass-
boro Saturday to play in an 
inter-collegiate tournament. 

Kapulsy seeded no. three, 
and Potosnak plaked singles 
for Trenton, while Rizzo and 
Tormollan joined together 
for doubles competition. 

Potosak won his first 
round match, topping Greg 
Archer, the no. one player 
from Glassboro. He was 
later beaten by Roger Neill, 
the no. one seed. 

Kapulsky drew a bye in 
the first round but was 
knocked out of contention by 
Glen Dykstra. 

As for the doubles com
petition, Trenton's combo of 
Tormollan and Rizzo, was 
defeated in the first round 
play by Ray Sollani and 
Lance Wildstein. Ironically, 
all of TSCs plavers were 
ousted by Montclair 
athletes. 

Along with the end of it's 
season, the tennis team will 
lose two of its top players. 
Dave Kapulsky, and Gary 
Tormollan will be grad
uating this Spring. r 

efficiently run program. 
"Overall, it was an ex

cellent tournament. It ran 
very smoothly." stated 
tournament director 
Shirley Fisher, "All of the 
people seemed pleased and 
gave good evaluations." 

The championship team 
from East Stroudsburg 
probably had the most 
satisfaction. In the first 
round the Pennsylvania 
team nipped Hoftra 
University 2-1. Temple 
proved no match for the 
eventual winners in the 
second round as the Owls 
fell by the score of 6-1. In 
the quarter finals East 
Stroudsburg, the number 
two seeded team in the 
tournament slipped by 
Springfield College (Mass
achusetts) 3-1. 

After a one day layoff 
due to inclement weather. 

East Stroudsburg do*:-: 
number one seeded fff?. 
Chester 2-0. 

In their quest to r eact 
the finals, West Ch ester 
defeated Kean (111 
Rutgers (280) 
Montclair (5-1). Fo r th ird 
place, Springfield rc. -c 
Montclair by the sc ore 
10-0. 

"Overall there *?t 
very few lopsided ga me 
noted Fisher. "The cafe 
of play was very hi gh 
was really pleased wit ) 
of it." 

The EAIAW, regit 
tournament first of 
kind for the soft 
playing women, 
East Stroudsburg ' 
West Chester to com; ' 
in the Women's College 
Softball World Series. T ie 
series will take place s 

Omaha, Nebraska, on W 
13-15. 

Lionettes Win 
Season Finale 
The Lionnettes ended a 

4-6 season with a 6-3 win 
over Douglass and a 1-13 
loss to Glassboro. Scoring 
for Trenton in the 
Douglass game were Beth 
Bozman (2), Jackie Scholl 
(2), Dee Davis (1) and 
Linda Teates (1). 

The lone goal against 
Glassboro was scored by 
Donna DePre. 

The JV also lost to 
Glassboro 1-13 with Jan 
Beckwermert scoring the 
only Lion goal. The JV 
record is 1-4-1. 

On Saturday, the team 
travelled to Newark 
Academy to compete for 
selection to New Jersey 
all-star teams. Six 
Lionnettes, Linda Teates, 
Marilyn Smith, Toni 
Salerno, Val Vaganek, Sue 
Morris and Allyson Heft 
were selected for New 
Jersey Division I. 

Five more including Jan 
Beckwermert, Donna 
DePre, Jackie Scholl, Jean 
Hammond and Bets 
Coleman were selected for 
N.J. Division II. Leslie 

Loprete, Gayi Str. / 
Vicki Achaves, fJ; 
Godlewsky and Brifl-
Belgiovine were selec 
to N.J. Division III. 

N.J. I and II n®? 
ed in Philadelphia Inv -
ional Tournament, Sim 
All three teams will P* 
in the Central Dist. 
Tournament in Cherry n-
next weekend. At tiu 
time, teams will • 
selected to compete in 
NCAA Tournament. ^ 

Looking back on 
season, Coach Coc ei 
said, "It was a good )•-
Our won-loss r« 
improved and man) )•• • 
women learned to P 
and enjoy the game-• 

Our returning F-. . 
did a fine job of ^ 
the team while the 
players improved t-e 

dously." , -
"There's more, 

to coaching and P ^ 
than a won-loss rf-
and this team will ; 
lasting impression on 
long after their P • 
days are over," she ac-


